'xioucrtiannnuB.

BUREILL & SON,

C.

C.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

the

NEW

gentlemen are accomplished musicians,
Mr. Haskell being an organist in a Brooklyn church and has an excellent baritone
voice, while Mr. Hobbs is a pleasing

Bldci.,
WK

Ijiun st

Hubn (

ii'ilh

'muputi/i/i

LOAN

TO
—

in

Hums

to

suit

collateral..

...

real

estate

and

in the

to-day.

Insolvency

in

V

e.

very feeble,
anxious con-

arc

Mrs. D. ii. Tribou, wife of Chaplain
S. N., is visiting her mother,
Mrs. J. F. Davis.
At the Congregational church Sunday
morning there will be a special Children’s
Day programme.

***

CARRIAGE,

|
range from

prices

The

Furniture, Paints, Oils, Wall j

Mrs.

Paper.

Champlin’s brother,

.1

No. 1 Franklin

CARRIAGES.

BACKBOARDS.

-

Largest Stock in Eastern Maine, and all up
to date in

Style,

Hand-made

IS

Til K

The

TIME

'll SL.es from

a’neat

job

to

the
put the summer vehicle through
time to harden thoroughly before using.

carry full lines of IIAKNKSSKS.

ltl.AN KET>,

palnt-sliop—plenty of

The boxes
are

to

on

the Mt.

substantially

a

breeding

All Masons

are

Me.

requested

40 cents per

quart.

a

CUNNINGHAM.

FOOLISH
himself the comfort
lienee of a modern
len ’'AS prices are so
Same is true of

excellent stock of

1

unks,

Call
He gives good bargains.
and see if he can’t suit you, A lot
of second hand to hire or sell.
NEW WAREHOUSE.

importance

S.
South street,

L.

LORD,
Ellsworth.

JAMES A.

|
£

o
o

|
Q

and other horse gear.

Bring in that old harness and let
into shape for you.
y

2

will

dairy

number

a

for

mo

lick it Q
X

McGOWN.

£

LABRADOR

BUTTER

the

Best in the Market.

! ARTHUR

house,

corner

of

Spruce

W.

Saturday.

will arrive

Mrs.

month; they sail from Southampton the
last week in this month.

1

was

1

Andrew

Andrew Peters, of West boro, Mass.,
the guest last week of Judge Wis-

grandson of the
this city, and
D. Peters, of Boston.

well. Mr. Peters is

Peters,

of the late E.

a

late

of

sou

came

east to attend the

ding

in

He

Peters- Yose wed-

Bangor, and then

came

to

Ells-

worth.
The game

of

base-ball

Ellsworth high school
acH

;emy

between

and

nines, arranged

to

the

Cherrylield
be

played

farms in the vi

summer.

during

Cherry fields being unable to come
The Ellsworth
day arranged.

trying
Saturday.
is

one

ton

Mr. Lord
the

pu
winter a

1).

Eppes

H.

is

,

of the city evening ;

having

his

schoone

Lewis” thoroughly overhaulec I
New toj ,
and repaired at Grant’s yard.
timbers are being put on, and she wil I
have a new rail, new waist and quarter
“Samuel

new

ceiling.

to arrange

the

on

team
for

another game

BY

New York attorneys, Messrs. Hobb;
who are here in the interes
of the sardine syndicate, were guests a

SILI TE & CO.

HELIOTROPE,
and other flowers for

decorating, for parties, &c

The DUTTON

GKKCNICOUSES

Monday’s cannonading, Capt. Phillips,
the Texas, was killed by a Spanish
shell. Nothing in other despatches sub-

Bangor

ro\r,r:'’T

Friday hvenhig—Special

on

Train Back.
Lovers of

music

in

Eiisworth

sin

not overlook the fact of the concerts

id

t-..

be

report.

“Merrimac”

in

the

mouth

Santiago

of

service

on

to attend

a

special

The wreck of

rectly

across

point,

and

“Merrimac” lies di-

effectually
by

two weeks

Wednesday

in

narrowest

It is bemoved

blocks it.

Spanish

the

from

form

a

tire

be impossible.

making its escape from
of

cover

junction

o

a

with

storm

the
tc

or

the Cadiz

fieet

which is a remote possibility.
With Cervera penned in the harbor the
American fleet can take it easy for awhile
simply preventing the erection oi
of
fortifications while
strengthening
awaiting a land attack on Santiago.
But news received Tuesday indicates

Sampson

that

has

not

been

content tc

wait, but has swept the fortifications anc
batteries near the entrance of Santiagc
harbor out of the way of an invading
force.
Admiral

Sampson’s

official

There may be

sunk.

was

that

killed

and

say seventeen

seventeen

The

gunboat.

men

PART II.

-ar*

Stsbrrttsrmrnts.

GEO.

wounded

Spanish reports

were

wounded

V.

DRUGGIST.

on

also

in the

Many conflicting reports have been reregarding the movement of American troops, one report which gained currency being to tlie effect that a force had
been landed near Santiago.
In spite of
all these reports, however, it is probably
true that .up to to-day troops had not

Physicians’ Supplies

ceived

believing

Santiago, but there is reason for
25,000 will sail to-day. The

originated from
marine or engineering
have

landing

the
force

of

ami

3Iail Orders

SPECIALTIES.

to pave

AT
news

nila indicates

that he

Dewey

is

still

at

Ma-

master

ol

Thursday and Friday, June lb and IT. at
Stonington—Hancock county W. C. T. U
convention.
-■■■

■■

—-

—-IL".

decisive
the situation there.
insurgent victories is important as setting
The

rumors

news

that the

of

Spaniards

MAINE.

COMING EVENTS.

the

THE PHILIPPINES.

from Admiral

ELLSWORTH,

-r

a

for troops.

The

^

that

report that troops had been landed may

way

PAKCUEK,

WHOLESALE asii RETAIL

some

fortifications.

sailed for

e:

Grand March—Queen or Sheba.G<>; mirk
llarp Solo—Etude de (Joncort .Goue mid
Miss Harriet A. -haw.
Dance Maoabee.Saint ..ciis
War Songs by the Festival Choru
1. America.
2. American Hymn.
Columbia, the Gem of t ie <><•(•::•
4.
God Save the Queen.
5. St. Patrick's Day.
(!.
The Campbells Are c<- c a.
7. The Marseillaise.
8. The Watch on the Rhine.
Russian National Hymn.
10. Star Spangled Banner.
11. Tenting To night.
Baritone solo by Mr. Miles.
12. Battle Hymn of the Republic.
13. Anvil Chorus.

foundation for this in view of the fact
that Spanish “ofiicial” reports say six
were

evening progratnu

Vorspiel, Dio Mclstersinger..Wa mer
Prologue P Pagliaccl I.Heonca alio
Gw Ilyin Miles.
Fifth symphony—Allegro, A i.intc-.. B -et'- .von

report of the
simply that

bombardment Monday says
he has silenced works, without damage tc
his own fleet. Press dispatches purporting to give detailed descriptions of the
bombardment say terrible destruction
One
was wrought by the American fire.
report says the Spanish gunboat “lliena
Mercedes”

in the

vessels il

it under

remove

the American fieet would

at rest all
is

the

the channel at its

unmolested, and to

fleet

Following

PAUL’ r.

lieved the obstruction could not be
in

Ti< :ets
obtained of any member of the
festival chorus, or at The Amekijan
office.
mission to tlie afternoon concert.

may be

column.

news

ma-

the afternoon of Sunday,

M. Grant

in the

■.

3hurrtisnncnts.

had

their overtures to the insurgents to joiu with them in combined resistance to the Americans.
succeeded in

The first expedition of troops, and the
pitted against the “Empress”, “Comfort”, “Annie Lee”and other cruiser “Charleston” are now well on
Union bay cracks.
The new yacht is their way across the Pacific. The second
36 feet long, 11’4 beam and will draw 5U expedition of 5,000 will sail next week
feet of water. She will be fitted with an The monitors “Monterey” and “Monad
iron rocker keel of about 3,000 pounds. nock” will also join Dewey.
Keinforcec
She will spread about 275 yards of canvas.
by the cruiser and two monitors, Admira
She Dewey’s fleet will be able to take care o
The yacht is now being planked.
will be iu the water iu about two months. itself, even against the vaunted
Cadh
The house of John W. Campbell, on Libfleet, which seems to have a remarkable
erty street, was gutted by tire Saturday fondness for home waters.
IN SPAIN.
evening. The tire first broke out at S.30
Humors of an imminent financial crisis
o’clock, in the attic, during the abseuce
of the family. It was supposed the tire in Spain, which were circulated early it
had been thoroughly extinguished, but the week, have somewhat subsided, bul
hour after the firemen left flames the spectre of bankruptcy is none the lest
an
again broke out necessitating another present with the Spanish government
of Spain plays an important
alarm.
The house was badly damaged. The bank
part in the war, ana the report that it
A portion of the furniture was saved. was in a dritieal condition was cause foi
There was £400 insurance on the house, serious alarm.
The belief is growing that Spain b
and settlement was made for £200.
The
anxious to Becure peace, and is casting
loss on furniture was about £300.
about for an excuse to make overtures ii
In such a move Spaii
A branch of the University association that direction.
must use the greatest precaution to avoic
has been organized in Ellsworth for the
an internal eruption.
She is on treach
Continued on page 5.
erous ground.
a

Haskell,

FRESH EVERY DAY.

Baptist church,
sonic

building a sloopyacht at his yard which he hopes will be
able to make a good account of herself as

civil service rules.

C 1£ T T U C Jv

visit of three

At the regular meeting of Lygonia
lodge Wednesday evening, James E. Parsons was installed as district deputy by
Past Senior Grand Warden John B. Red*
man.
The lodge accepted an invitation
from Rev. C. S. McLearn, pastor of the

Isaac

em

Slb&rrtiBnnrats.

a

September.

The Ellsworth Camera club will giv ;
another stereopticon exhibition at Han
cock hall July 15. The views shown wil [
include about 150 slides loaned by th
New’ York camera club, and a number b;
members of the local club.

and

his way home for

will be resumed the first

ployed at Brownville, is home for a fev
days. He will be employed during tin
summer as postal clerk on the Ellsworth
Rockland boats. He was appointed un
der the

on

weeks.

June 26. Lygonia lodge has suspended
work for the summer.
Regular meetings

Newman, jr., and Charle
Beal went tishiug at Bog river one da;
recently. The story they tell is a little ou
of the ordinary for fish stories. Inthevi
cinity of Eastbrook they saw a bear in
field near the road.
F.

Jere T. Mahoney, who has been

symphony
at

of

harbor under the

1

conn

THE

SALE

Hailey,

F. H.

■

FOR

^ir.

re-

Rollins and the children will be here n-xt

The

JERSEY FARM
IS

Yale

streets, has been
Rollins, wbo will take
possession this week. His mother, Mrs.

of

of his time

some

New York, June 8—A special cable
Madrid says that in tiie course of

from

the guest

was

registered Jerseys
William E. Whiting has returned home
Rev. Fr. Sellig, of Springfield, Mass., i s
from a sea trip to Philadelphia, with
at present acting as assistant pastor of tin
in
schooner
Whittaker
the
Later In
Catholic church in this city.
Capt.
will have charge here, while Fr. O’Briei
“Lavolta,” and an unexpected trip, south
to Norfolk, Va., where the “Lavolta” put
is at Bar Harbor during the summer sea
in after losing her sailaw in a gale, in
son.
of his rough experience Mr. WhitE. W. Lord has finished his seconc I spite
ing enjoyed his trip. He stopped’in Bosyear at the Boston University, and i ,
eluding

and

Whips,?

ets,
+

Monday.
The E. K. Hopkins

Hancock and

of

George

ail

oc

turned

rented to F.

schools.

BEST Sc CIGAR IN THE MARKET.

FINE CAlUtlAGES.

new

for

years ago. While here he
of Mrs. George P. Dutton,

I

Ellsworth is “Labrador farm'
owned and operated by F. A. Coombs
Mr. Coombs has a line herd of cattle, in

cinity

home

Gentleman?

LORD

j

meeting.

first assistant in

Country

his

county
Mrs. Scammon will visit

Stonington.

>

I

smoke

j
I

to meet at tin

Rice relief corps will hold
special meeting next Friday afternoon
All members are urged to be present, a

in

Has

of his

Win. 11. H.

One of the finest

lnBulkM.

Olives

Queen

A.

one

Austin IF Joy, will regret to learn tha
he is very ill at the home of his brother >
Frank T. Grows, on Franklin street.

Received daily.

,J.

on

The many friends of Joseph Grows, win
to
came to Fils worth last year to work

STRAWBERRIES

ever

sore

Scammon and Mrs. II. F.

mother, Mrs. Capt. Young, in Surry.
Rev. Charles VV. Huntington, of Lowell,
Mas*., pleached in the Congregational
church Us*. Sunday in exchange with
Rev. D.
Yale.
Mr. Huntington was
pastor ■' he church here some thirteen

at t he Nook.

before the

LATE WAR BULLETINS

stantiates this

her

las:

as

same

Mr. Parcher has one of tin
eupancy.
handsomest and most convenient eottagei

CHOICE
FLORIDA (Indian River)
PINES—lust Received.

Did you

Desert branct

George A. Pare her is putting
Shady Nook cottage in shape

St..:;;Ell.worth.

:

at

masonic rooms in Manning block or
Sunday, June 26, at 2 p. m., to go to tin
Haptist church for the observance of St
John’s day.

HYKX.

New

the

into

Sunday, June

K. Cushman is unfortunate enougl

have

BOR—FIGHTING AT MANILA.

harbor, for the purpose of locking the
Day, of Franklin, passed through the city
fleet in the harbor. The achieveSunday on their way to Surry. Mrs. Day Spanish
ment has been placed
beside those of
took tlie Surry boat for Deer Isle to atand Cushing. The story is told
tend the \V. C. T. U.
convention Farragut

lienrj
go

for examination before the

Mrs. S. S.

handsomt

schedule will

the Maine Central

on

of

»

be found.

I

are

infliction has made him st
hands,
ill that he is obliged to remain at hi.‘

PRICES in accordance with the times.
Water

at. 7 30

doing the carpenter work.

matters of unusual

5

0

and the

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

O W 15 X

hup

of the small size,

summer

The service

A.

is extended to all men, youths and boys
in Hancock county to call and inspect
the best lines of

can

Friday.

year.

A CORDIAL INVITATION

that

26.

WHITS.

Kolil.S and

Franklin St., Ellsworth, Me.

RT:dfoSrIwoom.

effect

will be

iienryeTdavis.

bu»’m„,

The full

that will carry fourteen.

to

on

boxes have been put in the

They

L. Moor is

two-pe»|>le
one

Repairing thoroughly andTquichly done.
I

new

design.

throughout and fully warranted.

11TTr'LrT>/\ 1 1> I \Sfcl
J 3 L V I\ J >V /iVllJ Ai
NOW

Workmanship.

CERVERA IS LOCKED IN THE HAR-

given at the Auditorium in Bangor next
Friday afternoon and evening.
Washington, June 8—The President
These concerts are to be given by
he
said to-day that the report of the killing
Maine Symphony orchestra under the
1 of
Capt. Phillips is undoubtedly untrue, direction of William R. Chapman. Tie
famous director of the great Maine festiand was evident baseless, as Sampson’s
The orchestra will be assisted by
val.
official report stated that there were no
Gwilym Miles, baritone, of New York,
The Fan Claire
(Wisconsin) Daily casualties.
Miss Harriet A. Shaw, of Boston, ha
Leader contains a very complimentary
Washington, June 8.—Secretary Alger mid a chorus of about 300 voices selected
notice of a novelette entitled “Six Girls”,
from the
festival cboru-cs of Ba
or,
written by Miss Bessie May Moore, of refuses to say whether or not troops from
Orono, Oldtown and Ellsworth.
that city, daughter of Royal B. Moore, a
Tampa have embarked for Cuba, but in
Through the courtesy of the Mf ine
son of the late Lemuel Moore, of
Ells- official circles it is hinted that
they have. Central railroad, tickets from Ellsv rth
•YUHU.
for the round trip will be sold for one
A petition to the State fish commisfare, good on any train over during the
sioners asking for the establishment of interest, though attention was diverted day, and good on any train back the
ext
fishways in Union river is receiving for a few days to Manila by the news of day.
Tickets for the matinee are 25c
nd
many signatures. H. W. Cushman has desperate fighting between the insurgents
the petition at the First national bank. and Spanish troops.
50c; for the evening performance. '>0c,
At Santiago the spectacular feature of 75c and
It will be forwarded to the commissioners
fl. Every purchaser here of an
the week was the sinking of the collier
in a few days.
evening ticket is entitled to a free ad-

During the summer months the public
reading room will be closed at 6 p. in. oi:
Other evenings it will be
Thursdays.
kept open until 9 o’clock as usual.

BUGGIES. EXPRESS and ROAD WAGONS. SURREYS. post-office.

OPEN and TOP

^

Finish and

THE HEROIC ENTERS INTO THE WAR—

dredge at work in Union
found it harder work than anticipated by the contractors, rock having
been struck, and work is proceeding
slower. It is said a smaller dredge will he
sent for to meet the requirements of the
work.

Children’s Day will be observed in the
Cuitarian church Sunday morning by
special services by the Sunday school.

ME.

Street,.ELLSWORTH,

SAN-

river has

The annual meeting of the Abenaquis
club, called for yesterday, was adjourned
to tn-innrmiv evpninfr

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

AT

TIAGO HARBOR.

The steam

W. R. Hunt, of the Unitarian
church, left Monday to attend tlie State
conference at Saco.
Rev.

Mr. and Mrs. James P. Champlin, of
Boston, were tlie guests of S. D. Wiggin,

& SON,

W. CUSHMAN

A.

Bangor to-day

year.'

New gutters are being built on the
School street side of Hancock hail. A. M.
Foster is doing tHe work.

$;i.oO to $15.

Moore, the obliging asWiggin’s drug store, is in

board of pharmacy for a pharmacist’s diploma. Mr. Moore successfully
passed the assistant’s examination last

Mjss Inez L. Dorr is at home with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.C, P. Dorr, for the
summer vacation.

The Best in the World.

G.

sistant in S. I).
Maine

evening.

morrow

WEEK

EXCITING

in the absence of the

Edward

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., will work
I the third degree on three candidates to1

AN

New York, June 8.—A special from
Kingston, Jamacia, says that the Spanish
cruiser Vizcaya and the torpedo-boat
destroyer Furor were badly damaged
during the bombardment of Santiago on
Mrs. Frank E. Smith has been in GardiMonday.
ner a few
A shell from the Brooklyn is said to
days visiting her brother-inlaw, Fred S. Sirfith. She is expected home have burst under the
Vizcaya’s port
this evening. Her mother, Mrs. Antonio
her
F. Smith, who has been spending several quarter, dismounting guns, injuring
weeks in Gardiner, will return with her. rudder and wounding several sailors.

Tribou, IT.

BABY^

^fotati'seincnts.

WAR RUMORS.

these

Shiite and George it. Cunningthis week from a fishing
trip to the Alligator region.
They
aek
brought
sevuiity-iive trout, a
glorious array of mosquito and fly bites,
and a stirring tale of adventure.

cerning her.

WHITNEY

law

Arthur

city

this

court to-mo'ro

friends

many

the

ham returned

William II. Black is

Mrs.

and her

in

Baptist church,
pastor, Rev. C. E. Woodcock, who as already rejported will be engaged in missionary work in the county.
Free

city Monday.

Probate court is in session

.\\ •mm^

F. A.

/, 7 avd

pages

learned

Herbert C. Cousins, a student at Batts
college, will supply the pulpit of the

F. Reeves is at hi:, home quite ill.
II. F. Rowe and A. 10. Mace, of Aurora

WE SELL THE CELEBRATED

l__

vetrs see

being

tenor.

A.

Suf’i-ti/.

improved

on

other local

For

Companies.

were

At OX KY

—

KKFKKSKNT THK

Reliable Home and Foreign

Most

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

WEEK

Tills

Josephine Spurling Notlee of foreclosure
Admr notice— Kst Caroline I*' Jordan.
A.linr notice-F.-t Ann M Skinner.
H-<» Hornby’s oatmeal.
A \V lireely- Jeweler.
Mr- t. l’Button (jirccnhou-''.
1’ H Stratton —Hardware -tore.
J A Cunningham— (Confectioner.
Call »V Connlck—Millinery.
K

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
Bibrill Bank

ADVERTISEMENTS

Nicolin club last Monday evening.

Besides

SHOUTING

sailer when

we

leave to

our

others,

garments

themselves.
and

Pay

examine

and

shout
us a

let
for

visit,

our.

Men's, Youths' and Boys' Spring
and Summer

Clothing.

Hats.

Ceps,
Furnishing Goods. Mackintoshes.
THEY

ARE

BARGAINS—
not

in the ordinary

of the

sense

word, but consider-

ing the make, fit^siyle and
general excellence, they
are real bargains, at the
prices.

LEWIS FRIEND & GO.
Subscribe for Tile American

k

1111.'

CHRISTIAN

£l)c /arm

KNDKAVOK.

For the Week ftoginninK June 12.
Comment by Rev. S. 11. l>oyle.
Topic.—Christian courage; examples from
books or life. —Mark x, U2-;J4; Acts xxi, 10-14.

Paul the apostle certainly ranks next
to Christ in the category of brave and
heroic Christians. Luke gives us in the
topical reference an illustration of
Paul's courage. Paul is at Caesarea on
his way to Jerusalem after his last
great missionary journey. A certain
prophet named Agabus came down from
Jerusalem, “took Paul's girdle and
bound his own hands and feet and said,
“Thus sayeth the Holy Ghost, so shall
the Jews at Jerusalem bind the man
who owneth this girdle and shall deliver
him into the hands of the gentiles.”
Then all tried to persuade Paul not to
go to Jerusalem, but he bravely replied,
“What mean ye to weep and tobrtak
my heart, for I am ready not to be
bound only, but to die at Jerusalem for
the name of the Lord Jesus:*’ Nor was
this magnificent language a mere idle
boast. Paul meant it, and he proved it
by his subsequent history. Let us receive an inspiration from the examples uf
Christ, Paul and all heroic Christian.".
Bible Headings.—Num. xiii, 20; Deut.
xxxi. 6; Joshua i, 0, 7: Judg. iv, 14-1C;
vii, 13-23; II Sam. x, 0-13; II Ckron.
xix, 8-11; Ez. x, 1-4; Ps. xxvii, 14;
xxxi, 24; Isa. xli, G, 7; Dan. vi, 10-23;
I Cor. xvi, 13; Eph. vi, 10-1$.

111

v

Utificrtismuiua.

fjonu.

anil

I

This column Is intended as a vehicle for the
exchange of Ideas, questions and answers, recipes, and leaves from the book of experience
ol every housewife and farmer in Hancock
eountv. By It we hope to bind the readers of
The American closer together In one big lain
11 v. Contributions are Invited front the house
Communications must be
v ives and farmers.
Address Household De
brief and to the point.
of
The
Ellsworth, Me.
American,
partment

The Sense of Sin.

A Leader anti Commander.

RI DE IMPLEMENTS THAT CHARM

Three Women Relieved of Female
Troubles by Mrs. Pinkham.

UNTUTORED EARS.
KEEN

IN

PLEASURE

BEATING

handsome instrument. It is made in
two pieces, and the handle part is neatly turned on a lathe instead of being
rudely shaped by hand. The pegs are of
has a
a good shape, and the instrument
inevitable tasseb
proper bridge, but tin*
of leather thongs and horsehair show a
reversion to the savage taste in decoration. Throughout Africa really excellent pipes or whistles are made from
reeds, with seven vents above ami one
below, Itesides the one m ar the mouthpiece, all burned with heated wires. A
whistle or two, a guenberi and a drum
make a pretty complete Moorish orchestra. The whistle plays real tunes, if thf

THE

have been placed exactly right,
with a trifle longer space between the
second and third,
third and fourth
fifth
and
and
sixth, and with
the hole underneath exactly opp- -itr N<». l. The
guenberi makes
g.» h 1 tinkle tankle music, rath* r
ami
mournful
plaintive in its
snakf. chakmkr’s
character, exempt
vents

oki m.
when tin- Mrs
get excited singing their thousand yea?
old war sougt uf “Marching Through

water over them first and letting it stand a
few minutes.
This is enough for three

Bluehill.

B. J. A.

ANOTHER RAISIN

PIE.

Raisin pie—Boil 1 j>ound raisins 1 hour,
covered with water; add 1 lemon, 1 cun
white sugar, two tablespoonfuls of flour.
For three pies.

nviirT-

Better sponge cake—K cup butter.
1"
cup sugar, 1'4 cup flour,
cup milk. 1
teaspoon cream tartar, 1soda, 3 eggs
1

beaten

separately.

Brooklin.
THE
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gives
give the

to

assurance

column

material support.

are

wealthy

and

duty.

a

have

they are ready
only moral but

that

not

May it continue!

Malaprop—And where did you go1
W'hitechoker—To Paris, my dear Mrs

Mrs.

Malaprop.
And

ng!

Malaprop— How
didn’t you just fall
Mrs.

charmin

love

with the Parishioners?
The early and the latter part of humar
life are the best, or at least the mosl
worthy of respect. The one is the age n
innocence, the other of reason.—Joseph
Joubert.

Promoter—You needn’t be

a

bit

afraid

the company is perfectly safe. The Lain!
Oh, I have no doubt about the company

STR A WB F.RRIES.

It is almost time for home-raised straw-

being

I was thinking abou
safe enough.
safety of my money.
He—I am teaching your father how tc
play poker. She—How are you gettinf
the

He —Well, he asked

jn?
be

could

live

with

us

me

yesterday

after

we

i

wen

married.
Three spectres that threaten baby’s lifecholera Infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea. I>r
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry neve
fails to conquer them.—Advt.

ituotcal.

An Army
Officer’s Life.
This

in

battles.

officer participated forty-three
health impaired ; the future seemed hopeless.
It's different now.
To-day he glories in his restoration and joyfully tells of it to benefit others.
was

wounded,
•

Truth la Truth.

There are times in the history of every individual, as well as every church,
The thriving town of Medway, Mass.,
where things look blue. When there
has no more reputable citizen than Capt.
is a going hack on the trnth once atJohn P. L. Grant.
tained, and when the ordinances of
Nearly sixty-three years old, his has been
worship are corrupted, and when men an eventful life.
who once spoke out against the inroads
Because of ambitious labor and arduous
of corruption become silent as the grave, f
exposure as an officer in the late war, and
it looks blue for the rest o{ the faithful
later as a U. S. mail carrier, he became a
Dues. But no matter who comes or who
sufferer from wrecked digestion, loss of
goes, truth is truth and God is true to
memory and keenest of rheumatic pains.
it.—Christian Instructor.
His disease was stubborn.
It resisted skillful doctoring; various reThe Purpose of Life.
commended remedies; also treatment at a
Do the tears that arise in the heat of the strife
medical institute in Boston.
Seem to hide from your vision the purpose of
This is changed now, and to-day Capt.
lift*?
Grant is a living testimonial to the potency j
Do the myriad cares of laborious days
Leave a doubt in your heart whether living
of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
them pays?
He is positive in his belief that Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People relieve
Banish doubt and plead on. Life was given to
and banish disease.
suffering
man
44
About three years ago," said he, *1
As a part of creation's mysterious plan.
was suddenly attacked with dizzy spells,
h must carry whut burden the years may
bestow
protracted in duration and more frequent
alike
are
laid
low.
bearers
and
burdons
Cntil
as the weeks went by.
44
With these attacks came incessant vomAt the end of the road is a couch and a pall,
iting and spasms of coma so that instantly
And it may be the couch is the end of it all,
I would fall wherever I might be and reOr it may be the spirit, released from the clod,
main so for some time.
Shares the freedom of time with the infinite
4*
Soon I was forced to keep in bed, my
God.
was wrecked, my business was
digestion
’Tis but folly to dig into mo?g covered creeds. going to pieces and everything looked dark.
;
44
Let your life be a record of generous deeds.
Of
course I tried all kinds oi remedies
Isot the wisest may fathom futurity s plan,
that
were recommended but to no avail.
But the weakest may live as bceometli a man.
441 also went to a Medical Institut in ;
—Prank Putnam in London Public Opinion.

Boston.

SOUTH

All my

expenditure

fruitless.
14
Finally 1 secured a box of Dr. Williams
Pink Pills for Pale People, and received si
great relief from taking them, that m]
family and I could see the direct benefits
“I kept on with their use and steadil]
grew better.
“The dizzy attacks left me, the vomit
ing entirely ceased; my digestion is non
good and to no other agency than Dr
williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People car
my cure be ascribed.
“I served nearly three years in the wa
and participated in forty-three battles, aomi
of them the hottest fights of the war, wa
twice wounded and for a time disabled.
“Since the war, I have been trouble!
greatly with chronic rheumatism but thi 1
was relieved by taking these pills.
“It is one of the greatest remedies, am
every member of my family has the sam
high opinion of it that I do.”
Capt. Grant will gladly answer any let
ten addressed him regarding the above
provided stamp is enclosed. His addres 1
is P. O. box 142, Medway, Mass.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale Peopli
;
are nature’s own remedy, to counteract thi
evil effects of impure blood.
Competed of vegetable remedies the]
exert a powerful influence in
puriiyinj
and enriching this vital element.
consider
Dr. Wil
everywhere
Druggists
Hams’ Pink Pills for Pale People the bes
remedial agent on the market.

THE

BAZAAR,

leather cover is fastened, when wet
and soft, with big “milliner’s stitches”
taken with rawhide thong. The leather
dries and shrinks hard and tight. A
crooked sti< k is put into a hole in the
frame at one end, five keyholes are burned through it with a heated wire, and
pegs are put in by which the instrument can be tuned. In the fyce of the
instrument are two round holes to “let
the sound out, “like the odd shaped
holes in a violin body.
A Niam-Xiam guitar which I bought
at the same time is a beautiful instrument, all inlaid down to the handle.
There are ten pieces of ivory carefully
fitted into the wood, besides ten round
disks of mother of pearl, but the shape
is like nothing so much as a saucepan,
and there is no music in it at all exThe strings
cept a soft thump, thump.
are of horsehair, and
there seems to be
no bridge for them.
These instruments come from away
u»
the Nile and are the work of men
who may never havo seen a white man,
hut it is strange how little the natives
even in Egypt are affected by the presence
of the whites.
Tho only nineteenth century instrument I saw in a
native's hands—and the worst ono—I
picked up at a little native fair. It is a
kind of autoharp made by stretching
ooppor wire over a thin board. The
a

PEER

Banking hours from

Saturday* from

1 p.

a. m. to

12.

l) to

m.

Every facility offered Customers.

cxjH-cted.
Meetings are appointed for Thursday
and Friday evenings besides the business
sessions of Friday.
June 3.

Andrew I*. Wiswell, President,
S. K. WllITINO, Vice President,
IIENIIV w. CUSHMAN, Cashier.
DIRECTORS :
s. K. whiting,
A. l*. wiswell,
I.. \ Fmekv,
K. If. (»reelv,
a. w. King.
Eugene Hale,
3!AIX STREET,

j

j

ELLSWORTH, MR.

Hancock Ccrnty Savires

Bail,

ELLSWORTH, ME.
IIiiNineKN

Commenced

Deposits In this bank

1,

1873.

by law exempt from

are

taxation.
X. R-

May

COQLIDGE, President.
WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

JOIIX F.

BCRRILL, Treasurer

Deposits draw Interest irom the first day
March, dune, Septeml*cr and December.

f

KOAKD OF 1>IltKCTOHS:
A. K. Burnham,
.Iohn V. Whitcomb,
N. B. coolinoe,
F. Carkum. Blrkill,
Charles C. Bl rkill.
Bank hours

dally, from

12

i» a. m. to

6%

Is wh..t > our money will
Inves.ed In share* of^the

earn

m

If

Ellsworth Loan and Building Ass’n.
NEW

A
Is

SEK1ES

open, Shares, ?1 each; monthly
payments, * I per share.

now

WHY PAY KENT?
when von can borrow on your
harc-, give a Ilrst mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
payment* and Interest together
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, ami in about 10 years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of

Henry W. (Truman, Sco’v.
First Nat'l Hank Bldg.

King, President.

VESSELS WANTED
FOR THE

GRANITE BUSINESS
BY

GKO.

Professional farts.
15.

JJE.NJ,

WHITCOMB,

ATTOR N K Y-AT-LAW.
OFFICE IN

common

space

of

asked by

GRANT.

II.

Ego.

mistake of local advertisers
is to estimate the value of
advertising
A

newspaper by

one

the

F.

__

Colored Map of Cuba Free.
On receipt of your address and a J cent
stamp
for postage, tin- Boston Herald offers for a
short time to send a beautiful colored map of
Cuba free to al’.
Every young person should
have this map, as it Is a great educator.
With
this map you can follow the movements of a
single battleship or the whole fleet. While they
last, this offer is open to all.
Address The liostan Herald, Boston, Mass.—
Advt.

ATTORNEY

INVALIDS

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions again-t the United States.
Business solicited.

Ellsworth,

JOHN

BEADf

Maine.

....

K. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICE.

AT

BAB HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
Bar Harbor offices: 7 ami 8 Ml. DeacrtBlock.
liluehtll office open Satur'lavs.

H. GREELY,

DR

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
class of ’75

fflcbical.

are

MAINE.

BURNHAM,

other

mistake

Times.

PETERS’ BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,

amount

publication. It is a
of judgment for a business man
to estimate tht value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it. Leavenworth (Kansas)
some

«-Officr

Philadelphia Dental College,

Giles'

IX

Block. Ellsworth.

CARROLL BURRILL,
ATTORNEY
AND

wholesale for Egyptian children showed me how to play it, tapping on the

OB. E.

wax

wT THOMAS,

OF BANGOR,

ME.,

tbe Specialist of Rational Medicine,
will make
to

Every
and

to

a

profehsional visit

El 1mworth,

other

Tuesday,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
N'OTART PCBLIC

other

Wednesday

AND

JUSTICE

OF T1IE

PEACE.

Office over Burrlll National Bank,
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me.

m

H. W. HAYNES,

DENTIST.
M-Sstndolor for the Painless Extraction of Teetk.
.•.OFFICE

OVER

E. J.

WALSH'S

Qf LITTLEFIELD,

M.

STORE..*.

IL,

PIIYSICLVN,

Bluehlll (Bluehlll House)

Every

BLUE HILL,

TELK1HOXK

until further notice.

MAINE.

CONNECTION.

<

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLABD,

PLAYING THE COPPER WIRE IIAP.P.

wires with two bits of stick, allowed
£ie to photograph him and charged 5
cents for the whole.
I have seen the musical instruments
brought from tho heart of Africa by the
late explorer E. J. Glave. Their similarity to those from the Sudan on salo
in Cairo seems to show that the same
forms are general through central and
northern Africa. The Moorish instruments, however, have a much higher

(

The patients of Hr. Thomas will he
glad to
know that he has arranged professional visits to
of the Ontario Veterinary
College.
Ellsworth every other Tuesday at the American
Surgeons and Dentists.
House, and to liluehlll every other Wednesday at
the Bluehlll House. There is no
Cream or Milk tested by the Babcock
physician In the
Lactom
I'nited States better known than the doctor.
Ills ettr ami Gravimetric methods.
cures are so numerous and often of
Office, School Street. Telephone. 38-2.
such a miraculous nature that many writer- have claimed
that many of his cures were miracles.
Hr.
Thomas’ability to tell a patient hi- diseases
undersigned hereby gives notice mat he
without asking a question 1-well
has rontracted with the
established
City of Ellsworth
me eupport 01 the
as that Hr. Thomas lives.
poor,during the ensuing Var.
nwtde ami-,c pru vision for their
These visits of the doctor will
suuoort
afford sun 1
t]! l'< r‘"ns from
cellent opportunity for
*ng
many to consult this I
a.
his
eminent specialist close to their homes.
J
* “cwal
,orno roods so
tunusntd.
Barrio. joxEl.

Veterinary

THE

Pauper A'otfce.

“r

furnish

siinn!h^Sr», ,f°!
tu^idVhed

1

\

Correspondence solicit d.

ISLE.

time all round is

tightened by crowding a
stick under them at each end, and they
can bo tuned to a
perfect octave, with
half tones, by driving wedges under
each string s« i«irately. The gentle native who was making these toys by
strings

He

MERCHANT IN

950.000.
917,500.

SURPLUS.

A. W.

W. C. T. t*. met with Mrs. May
Kohbins Wednesday.
The chief business
of the meeting related to plans for the
This has l»een postcoming convention.
poned to June 16 and 17 in order to have
Mrs. Stevens present, the date first appointed being inconvenient for her. As
this is her first visit to Stonington, gnat
pleasure is felt at the prosj*-ct c>f seeing
her here.
Arrangements have l>een made with the
boats to take delegates at reduced rales,
and free entertainment w ill be given to all
from other places.
Mrs. floss, of the
Ocean View, w ill give the use of her dining-room w ith all furnishings for a picnic
dinner and supper on Friday, and a good

Thj
THE OLD

CAPITAL STOCK.

The

one

becoim

doluiini.

editor.]

“Do the duty which lies nearest thee,'
which thou k no west to be
second duty will already
•learer.
Carlyle.

ELLSWORTH.

OF

►

ives with them.

Mr.

PLEASED.

household editor is very much
pleased by the response which comes
from the housewives of Hancock county
after his hint of last week.
It proves that
he was not mistaken when he said there
were many who would miss the column,
and it

they

<E. U.

[The editor Invite* secretaries of local unionof the W. C. T. r. in Hancock county, and
white rib boner* generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or items that will be
of Interest to workers In other part* of the
county. We would like this to he a liveeolumn,
hut It needs some effort on the part of W. c*. T.
U. women to make It so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, nnd will he what they make
It.
Items and communications should he short,
and are, of course, subject to approval t»f the

Jack—Yes, ancestors certainly help tc
Tom—
five a person social prestige.

—

HOUSEHOLD

Ul.

Lowell.

when

FIRST
NATIONAL HANK

CHARLES C.

The drum is seen in its l>ost estate at
a Moorish snake charming j>erformnm-e.
I saw and covetc*d and procured such a
drum in the soko. or market place, of a
Moorish town last winter. The man
who plave*l it sat flat on the ground in
the barnyard litter <>f the caned cant
The drum is very broad and shalvans.
low, like a dish pan, and there is a hole
in the rim through which the loft
thumb is thrust, llalam ing the drum
thus, the player whirls it round and
round, beating it with the flat right
hand. Two strings stretched across the
dirty sheepskin give it somewhat the
sound of a snare drum, but big as it i.it doesn’t make anythiug like so much
noise as the little tamtam will when
John L. Heaton.
the air is dry.

Be noble! and the nobleness that 1 ies
n other men, sleeping, but never dead
will rise in majesty to meet thine own.

Especially

Established 1887.

Spain.

Comfort ^ owder

pies.

Banking.

A guonberi, or Moorish two
stringed guitar, proouml in Tangier,
hut is a
not only has an excellent tone,
finish.

EGYPT.

--

STRONG STATEMENTS.

n

The recipe of Mrs. Rorer in The Amerbetter than their neighbors and that ican of June 1 for
strawberry dumplings
they are well aware of coming far short is a modification of one given by a corof perfection, though they will doubt- !
of
the
Portland
respondent
Transcript
less also resent any suggestion as to par- several#
years ago, the difference being
ticular instances that they are nut quite that these were steamed instead of baked.
as good as anybody whom
you chance Having tried them thoroughly, your
to know and that they are not really
scribe can recommend them as delicious
examples to many who make louder pre- steamed, and probably they are as nice
tensions. —Commonwealth (Baptist).
baked.

There is deep significance in tba
prophecy that the Messiah should he
given as “a leader and commander to
"
There must always boa
the people.
head. Every flock must have its shepherd; every tribe most have its chief;
every nation must have its leader. To
be adequately led, to bo wisely commanded, is one of the deepest needs of
the human race. Instinctively the people seek for a leader; especially at the
time of any perilous crisis, the cry of
their hearts is. Who shall lead and
guide us?—Reformed Church Messenger.

MUSIC OF

GUITARODD
TAMTAM —AN
From Mrs. A. W. Smith. 59 Summer
St Biddeford, Me.:
HARPS, PtPES AND REEDS.
For several years I suffered with »
various diseases peculiar to my sex.
1 suppose the first idea of music is
Was troubled with a burning sensation
Beating a fence
WANTS THE COLUMN CONTINUED.
boise. made in time.
across the small of my back, that allwith a club makes good music for a hoy
I am much interested in the Farm and
Home department, and hope the warning
if he can't get lx tter, and a savage in
gone feeling, was despondent, fretful
and discouraged; the least exertion
the heart of Afof the editor w ill be heeded, for I should
tired me. 1 tried several doctors but
not like to have the column discontinued.
^5
;ricn gets keenest
out
received little benefit. At last 1 deHere is a recipe for
»njoymeut
^
K. Pinkham's
<»f tiie tamtam—
layer
cake—lk,
Rochester
cups cided to give your Lydia
sugar, 2 eggs, k2 cup butter. * cup milk.
(which is proVegetable Compound a trial. The ef2 heaping cups” flour with 1 toaspoonful
with the
fect* of the first bottle was magical.
fnouneed
cream tartar, k> teaspoon fill of soda disThose symptoms of weakness that 1
emphasis on the
solved in the milk. Take
of the above
1
last syllable.
mixture and add one teaspoonful molasses, was afflicted with, vanished like vapor
1
eup raisins (chopped) or currants, k_.
before the sun. 1 cannot speak too
learned this from
teaspoonful cinnamon, cloves, allspice highly of your valuable remedy. It is
an old merchant
and a little nutmeg and a dessertspoonful
With whom I ofTHE TAMTAM.
of flour. Bake this in a shallow tin and
truly a boon to woman.**
divide the w hite paste into tw o loaves and i
ten talked in Cairo. It is etiquette in the
From Mrs. Mf.i issa Phillips. Lex- I
bake in a tin the same size of that of the ;
cast, when one wishes to buy weapons
dark.
But together when warm with ington. Ind.. to Mrs. Pinkham:
to go many
or musical implements,
jelly or the white of an egg beaten to a
“Before 1 began taking your medicine
-tiff froth, with 2 teaspoonfuls of sugar
times and never appear anxious to purwith
that
for
two
I
had
suffered
years
added to it, placing the dark layer in the
chase. The merchant knew two words
’*
middle.
tired feeling, headache, backache, noap- in
English—“very good. It was thus lna run-down condition of the
Fried eggs—Separate the whites from
and
petite.
describod the beauties of my tamtam :
the yolks and beat them to a stiff froth,
system. I could not walk across the
Musioa! Daradding a pinch of salt. But some butter room. I have taken four bottles of the “Tamtam 1 Very good!
in a frying pan and when hot drop the
fur!’’ From which I suppose that it is
Liver
one
box
of
whole yolks in and turn the beaten w hites Vegetable Compound,
the style of musical implement they
over them.
Brown slightly on both sides.
Pills and used one package of Sanative
play in Darfur, a part of the Sudan the
Splendid.
like
a
new
woman,
feel
Wash, and now
Egyptians are now reconquering from
Will someone send a recipe for making
work.”
ami am able to do my
tin* Mahdists. The tamtam, which now
cocoa candy?
relics in my
From Mrs. Mollik E. IIerrel, Pow- hangs with many other
Bluehill.
(i RETCH EN.
sight, is a heavy brass hell with spurs
ell Station, Tenn.:
MORE ABOUT RESTING.
“For three years I suffered with such a sticking out around its rim. Around
I think there are different ways of restweakness of the back. I could not piece of sheepskin of the proper size
ing as w ell as working. I am sure “Ego”
soaked in water until
was cut out and
perform my household duties. I also
has a very good way. for the practical little
had falling of the womb, terrible bear- it was very soft, when it was stretched
woman I know she must be.
ing-down pains and headache. 1 have over the end <>f the hell and fastened
And now here is my way, which some
taken two bottles of Lydia E. Pink- upon the prongs. When it dried tight
tired sister who has a busy brain and nerham's Vegetable Compound and feel and hard, it was ready to beat with a
vous temperament may like to try.
Have
I recommend your strap, making a surprisingly loud noise.
like a new woman.
’’
a cool, pleasant room, easy chair
with
♦
wnninn 1 Irnnw
I have noticed one curious thing about
head rest and a nice little story to read—
it—when tin* air is damp the skin
sensitive skin, physicians ami
F<>r
and
chatinp
not war news—or a restful poem, that
stretches a trill*-, so that the tamtam js
trained nur>e« are reromrneniliiip
after it has been read many times serves a
useless; when the air is (Iry again it redouble purpose by repeating it at night
sumes its tone.
until it soothes our tired nerves, and we
Its preat medicinal properties soothe and heal
Another “musioa’’ that I procured
immediately. It is indispensable for nursery
And ourselves gently floating to the land
in Cairo for 50 cents in cash and $ 10
sickroom, or toilet. It’s best for babv and mother
of dreams.
worth of patience is a five stringed guiDoes “M.” (for I recognize her) rememA famous Ger*erries, and here is something about tar of admirable tone.
ber the poems she used to give her pupils
man musician who was in Egypt at the
draw berry pies that some may not have
to copy on their slates in the good old days
time took a similar one home with him
ried. Have the oven hot enough for biscuit
at the village grammar school? They are
to play, declaring it an excellent instruthe
k> that the crust will bake before
remembered now and appreciated by at
It is made hr prement for actual use.
jerry juice has time to boil out. Of course
least one of her old-time pupils.
trumoof wood over which
.he berries do not need cooking only tc paring a stout
“S. J. Y.” asks for a recipe for raisin
limmer the juice and sugar together, and
pie. Here is one the boys of the family he quicker that is done the better. The
pronounce all right:
lame is true of pies made of other smal
Raisin Pie—To 2 cups chopped raisins
ruits that are good to eat withoul
add 3 cups boiling water, 1 egg beaten, 4
heaping teaspoons hour, 3 teaspoons vin- •ooking.
Did you know that nice blueberry cake
egar, 1 teaspoon extract lemon, 1 cup sugar; turn the raisins and boiling water
•an be made from canned berries if put it
over the mixture, bake in two crusts.
If
avers without the juice?
Try it.
the raisins are not seeded this may more
Ec.O.
South Deer Isle.
easily be done by turning one cup of the

The

The missionary among people whom
we complacently call
“heathen” is often asked if he finds them ready to confess that they are sinners. He must answer yes or no according to
the point
of view and according to the meaning
intended by the questioner. Unconverted people at home and abroad are essentially alike in this matter. They will

THE
♦

J*oplo

Christian history is replete with il
lustrations of courage of the highest
character. There have been times in the
history of the world when it required
the greatest physical and moral courage
to confess Christ and to stand firmly by
Christian faith and duty. In many
places in the world today similar courage is demanded. These demands for
Christian courage have been faithfully
Inet, both in the past and in the present. For tbeir faith in Christ men have
been willing to hazard their lives and
not a few have willingly stood the supreme test itself and have sacrificed
their lives for the sake of their religious
convictions. If we were to call the roll
of earth’s honored dead, we would find
upon it the names of an innumerable
multitude, who died as martyrs to their
Christian faith, and of a countless host
of others who. although not called upon
to suffer martyrdom,
yet displayed
matchless courage and heroism in the
All honor to
defense of their faith.
Christianity s courageous dead, and may
their spirit fall upon the disciples of
Christ today and their example inspire
us to noble, heroic and self sacrificing
deeds for Christ and humanity!
Christ ilimself heads the long list of
courageous Christians, if we may so
speak of Him. He Himself has left us a
matchless example of the courage that
should possess all Christians in battling
against wrong and injustice and in performing the duties of life. Long before
His death He knew that He must die as
and yet unflinchingly and
a martyr,
steadfastly He turned His face toward
Jerusalem to meet the crisis of His life,
and when it came, with a calm courage
and fortitude that impressed itself upon
all who saw Him die, He gave His life
for the world. It has been well said,
“Socrates died like a philosopher, ut
Christ like a god.” Only divinity itself
could explain His calm courage, His
sublime t-rust in God, Himself and the

J

VV

wlthoui

PRESENT-DAY THOUGHTS.

the haughty Dons”; and “we own the
hemisphere; see!”
This surely is not the American spirit,
yet it gets remarked upon as such.
If in
any faint measure I ran interpret the real
American feeling, it was voiced in Adof

fCopyrighted by Pawc A Tabor. |
Those who boast most are those who
otherwise would possibly be lost to sight.
The truly great never boast; they do not
need to. It is the mind that is too small
to understand its relations toother minds,
that vaunteth itself to be something
great; and because it is so small it is usually alone in its self-glorifying opinion.
To do and then to be content, whether
the doing becomes known or not, is to be
great. But to do some trifling thing and
then outrageously cackle about it is not
only to be small but to appear small. It
is better to abide by the sober estimate of
our fellows than to confuse their minds
and disgust them by our vain gloryings.
Granting that our work has value someone will surely arise to express appreciation of its honesty and simplicity.
Even
earth-worms have had a Darwin to explain the potency of their doings. But if
no praise comes, what matter?
The heart
that feels its own purity of intention is
not without an inner reward. The surest
way to a downfall is to boast, because the
very self-confidence of the boaster prevents him from making the most ordi-

miral

One scribbler for a paper that boasts (I
suppose because no news from Mars
and the distant stilrs can be gained to
disprove the assertion) a circulation “the
greatest in the universe”, called the
j Manila exploit “the greatest naval engagement in the history of the world”.
Such a writer is in the condition of an
illiterate man who knows nothing except
what has happened during his own life
time. From Semiramis to the time of our
own late war, there have been a dozen
naval engagements that have affected the
world more than this one will.
jI map of thethat
it is the first decided battle
Allowing
between modern warships—though Chili,
Peru, Brazil, Japan and China have given
us much knowledge in that
direction—yet
the Spaniards were at our mercy from the

They were caught napping to
begin with, unequal to us in number of
guns and weight of metal, though outnumbering us in ships, and unprepared
outset.

Had
proper moment of effectiveness.
they succeeded in damaging him, these
very same journals of ill-balanced, illbred, brainless boy-men would have held

home and abroad a most unfortunate
estimate of our national worth, and they
not only threaten to, but actually do,
make us look ridiculous in the eyes of the
world.
Nor this only, but they sin
against us all and against the generations
false

ghost-dances

to be

worthily

led in

Before

rally around, let

in mind
that we are in combat with a seventh-rate
power, whose finances are in terrible condition, and whose unreadiness is extraor-

opinion by

dinary.

writers of noisy headlines that twist the
capture of a freighter into a notable
achievement, or who magnify a skirmish
into a naval engagement, or who describe
everything, either good or bad, in terms
that are never less than superlative.
The day that Dewey’s victory at Manila
became known, one of these blind leaders
in New York, with readers that number
nearly a million, fairly frothed at the
A most
mouth as he j>enned his editorial.
moderate line was that “strange Asiatic
fishes are now nibbling at the mustaches

If

our

gage of

us

bear

battle had

been

down in February of this year to
other European power, whose ships

thrown
some

and

men were

we

should

absolutely ready
undoubtedly have

for

Improved
Eye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25
Yellow

Peas:

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Butter.

Creamery per tb.25
Dairy.20 §.22
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per tb.12 §.16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (imported).<*o

had

Fresh laid, per doz.12
Hay.
Best loose, per ton. 9 §10
Baled.
12 §14
Straw.
Loose.7 S8

ultimate triumph.
I say ultimate triumph in no boasting
manner, but only because our resources
are so vast that with a war dragged out to
any length, we should undoubtedly win
at this end of the conflict at the last.
We
have done wonders in
mustering and

and

Lumber and Building Materials.

Guaranteed

Those to Avoid.

Fruits hh foods, are, then, peaches, apricots, nectarines; ripe, mellow apples;
fresh and dried;
dates, tigs,
prunes
without skins;
persimmons, papaws;

will anticipate their
wants and PURCHASE NOW a
supply sufficient for a time at least.

family

dent

ripe

very

cooked

or

without seeds—fresh

bananas;
or

pineapples, grated

canned

guavas
without

finely picked,
never cut; mangoes, grapes, sweet
plums
without skins, sugar cherries, and an oc-

sugar;

or

casional cooked pear. Hartlettsare excellent when canned without sugar.
The

to be a necessity of life in
very many families for the common
ills liable to occur in every household.
lias

come

sparingly

by

your

Druggist,

currants,

JOHNSON

from whom you

al

or

VAN

of SexuNiiflit.y EmuMiiit*.
l'owrr, Spcrmatorrhira, Impotence, Ncr-

nr«*

Proit ation, and all dlaraara of the
Sexual Organa in both a, xca and give* inrreaaed vigor. Written Biiararrce to cure
or refund the money. Price, f i.dU per package, or ait package* for t-l.UH. l)y mail in
plain aeulcd package aeeure ftutn observation. Send two
Eastern Agency, New Life
evoi stamp for circular.
vuui

©oil) Dust

used most

lemons, oranges, shaddocks,
barberries, cranberries and
This applies most emphat-

Cottage Cheese Halls.
Press half a pint of cottage cheese
through a sieve; add half a teaspoonful
of salt, one-fourth teaspoonful of white
or a dash of red pepper, and a drop of
green coloring; add a tableapoonful of

DZU'S NEW LIFE TABLETS

*

be

to those persons who are inclined
to uric acid conditions.
The rheumatic
and gouty should also most rigidly abstain. The teuder lining of the child’s
stomach cannot, certainly, tear such
fruits any length of time; serious results
must follow. The ripe, mellow peach is
really the child’s fruit.—Mrs. S. T. llorer
in Ladies' Home Journal.

& CO., Boston, Mass.

Mnr«*
IiU«t Mnnhooil
DR.
Money Urfuiiilnl.

must

ically

ought to purchase a dozen now. If you can't
get it near home we will send you by express,
charges prepaid, ONE DOZEN BOTTLE8
for THREE DOLLARS, cash with the order.
I. S.

which

are

strawberries.

Every Mother should at once purchase a good supply of it, and avoid
the advance which the heavy stamp
tax is liable to make imperative.
Sold

fruits

carefully melted butter and mix thoroughly. Form into balls about the size
of English walnuts and stand away until

perfectly

cool. This may be placed in a
and
lettuce
French dressing—Ladies'
Home Journal.

OilaBtjmrj ^JotDtirr.

CATALOGUE

dealer,

I

I do all my

I

11

cleaning

Largest package—greatest economy.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK

Chicago.

St. Louis.

New York.

j

L

with

GotDDusTtt

Sold by all grocers.

|

COMPANY,

Boston.

Philadelphia.

>j*

1

free from any

by mail for

or

ELLSWORTH,

BEATING
>

APPARATUS,
-AT-

J

ELDRIDGE’S.
Crockery
la jrreat

va-lety.

ME.

I

I he Isliie and

I he

C*ray.

cm

Yes, sir,

we fought with Stonewall,
Ami faced the light with Lee;
Ilut If tldrt here Union goes to war
Make one more gun for me!
1 didn't Bhrink from Sherman,
Art he galloped to the .sea;
But If this here Union goea to war
Make one more gun for me!

I

with 'em at Manassas—
The bully boys in gray;
I heard the thunderers roarin’
Kound Stonewall Jackson’s way;
And many a time this sword of mine
Has blazed the way for Lee;
But if this old nation goes to war
Make one more gun for me.

other

pages.

Joseph II. West left last Tuesday
trip to Monson, Mass.

on a

Mrs. Martha Havey, hostess of the
Relay house, is yet quite ill. Hosts of
friends hope for her speedy recovery.
The rain of Friday interfered very
much with the attendance at the local
Christian

Endeavor,

which

convened

at

the West Franklin church.
The pleasant home of Walter Fernald
invaded by death, the life of the
young wife and mother passing out from
the home of her parents,
Mr.
and
and Mrs. I. P. Gray, Thursday, whither
she had been taken a few days before.
Mrs. Fernald will be sadly missed from
the home w hich she has brightened with
her loving presence and from the church
where she was a valued member.
The
last sad rites took place Saturday afternoon at the Methodist church, amid a
has been

x

I haln’t forgot my raisin’—
Nor how in sixty-two,
Or thereabouts, with battle shouts,
I charged the boys in blue;
I fought with Stonewall
And I say
And blazed the way for Lee;
Hut If this old Union’s in for war
Make one more gun for me!
—Atlanta Constitution.

HIS NORTHERN BROTHER.

Just make it two, old fellow,
1 want to stand once more
Beneath the old Hag with you
As in the days of yore.
UipTIIlT

assemblage of sorrowing friends
sympathy for the bereaved husband and infant daughter was tearfully
expressed. Rev. J. E. Lombard spoke
iarge

whose

words of consolation to the

May the peace
understanding be theirs.
May 7.
ilies.

Mary M. Burrill

My head, like yours, Is frosty—
Old age is creeping on ;
Life’s sun is lower sinking,
My day will soon be gone.
Rut if our country’s honor
Needs once again her son,
I’m ready, too, old fellow—
—Minneapolis Journal.

stMjcrtisnnmta.

Dropsy Yields to Pe-ru-na.
Dropsical affections
often result from kidneys that are diseased
by catarrh. Because
Pe-ru-na cures catarrh,
it cures dropsy.

Salt

tongue,

is

visiting in Bluehill.

Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

17<}l8

35§60
35§60

2.00
Spruce,
Nails, per tb
.04§.<>6
Cement, per cask 160
.85
Lime, per cask
7 •* 11
Brick, per M
VVhlte lead, pr lb .05 «.os

Provisions.
.15 3.25 Tripe, per lb
.11 3.12
Honeycomb
.15 a.25 Ham, peril)
.08 3.16
.O83.I4

.063.0s
.15

.08

Fresh—

25
25
25
6 25
6 00
6
6
6

.95
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb—
7 50 5 8 00 Mixed feed, bag
Luo
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Middlings,bag 1.00 31.10
7 505 8 00

Patents—
Winter wheat,
8 25
8 50
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .95
Corn, full weight per
1.00
bag
Oats, Western, per
.43 3.45
bu
Hides and Tallow.
Hides—per lb—
Tallow—per
.05 a
Ox,
Rough,
.05 j*
Cow,
Tried,
.05
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.25 3.75

The memorial
iz, owing
Sabine Swett,

is

a earn

me

deferred to
or

tomraae

which occurred suddenly

li6.

The
were

sermon

10

funeral

held

services of Sabine Swett

Sunday afternoon,

Rev. Daniel

Rev. II. A. Freeman officiating.
The W. L. Parker post, («. A. R., of which
he was a member, attended, and held
appropriate services. Two selections were
Kerr and

highly

by

large
circle of friends here and in Amherst,
where he formerly lived.
He leaves a
wife and four children who have the
sympathy of friends.
B.
JuneH.
\
was

esteemed

E. Curtis has gone to Waltham
work for Mrs. Elliot Jordan.

Mrs. S.
to

Mrs. Ida

ing

in

Hardison,

Waltham,

w

Benjamin Whitcomb, of Ellsworth
Falls, was in town this week to enjoy the
fine trout fishing. He was rewarded by a
tine string of trout.
Rev. Erastus Wall, a young man who is
preaching at Waltham, delivered an instructive sermon here last Sunday morning. Rev. Harvey Luckenbach, wTho
preaches here this summer, also preaches
at

Charlton, of
Centralia, III., writes:
“Pe-ru-na saved my life. I hail dropsy.
John

B.

6.

There is nothing

so

expensive

as

.103.20
Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per tb—
.18
Red,
.18
Alsike,
Dried Fruit.

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per lb

.12
.13

.10
.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.083.12
.08 3.15
.06
Apples, string
.10 3-14 Apples, sliced
.10

The American prints more vital statistics-births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

Stouertisnnnxtg.

1

A li-uil iiti>!

cn

v

fi»

■

full

StoticrtiscmcntB.

TRIBOU
IS STILL ON

AND DON’T

DECK,

YOUjORGET

IT.

We are not selling goods for less than
cost, but our price! are down to hard
times’ figure. War cuts no ice with us.
We know

will not be called on to
course, we say, give it to those
Drive them into ihe sea and
the-e.
Don’t worry about
war, take things as they come and you
will he happy. By the way, if you want
:o be happy
don’t fail to secure one of
those
we

tight, so,.of
Spaniards.
keep them

REVERSIBLE

RUGS

that we have sold so many of
in the past.
A new lot just in
at
prices that will astonish
A
few
more
sets of those
you.

MILK and PUDDING PANS.
Sizes 1 to 6 quarts, going
at 25 cts. per set.
Also a
large line of

AGATE
at

bottom

WARE

everybody

prices.

We want
to call and see our

new

We have sold over 1.000 of them in
past three weeks, and everybody is
We have a
lighted with them.
Clothespins left at 1 c*. per dozen.

We have

just

added

the
de-

few

large line of

a

SHOES
ranging

in

price

from

65c. to $1.25.

Don’t go out of the city to buy goods

you can save money buying at
Patronize home industries and
help yourself while you help others; then
will
you
always be happy.
when
home.

I>.

F.

TRIBOU,

No. 2 Franklin St..
Ellsworth.
(3 doors from Main street.)

OF THE’

Ellsworth, Me., March 7, 1898.
After a careful canvass of the different
towns and cities in every county of the State,
1 have come to the conclusion that there nev.•r was a
better time than the present to en<age in the carriage business, that is, for one
who has a thorough knowledge of the business and
who is willing to take off his coat
ind put his whole energy into the work.
Sixteen years ago you could not sell a good
vehicle for what it cost to produce it. That
was because some were deluded by the cheap
western imitations of our work which could
be bought for a much less sum, but which were
worth practically nothing. To be sure they
looked very spick and span at first, but one
reason, if they held together as long as that,
proved to the owner the foolhardiness of the
policy of purchasing the cheapest without regard to the saving to be made in the long run
by buying of a local dealer and getting your
money’s worth. The unscrupulous dealer
reaped a harvest off these carriages. Some he
bought as cheap as $25 and palmed them off
on
some
uususpecting customer for $100 or
more.

The

Only

COUNTY

Paper.
THE AHERICAN.

Subscribe

the

purchasing of poor things, because they
It is all gone. Three bottles o£ Pe-ru-na
cost less money.
It is the occasion of
1
cured me.”
waste of much valuable time and money.
Buy Pe-ru-na of your druggist and
This is most true in education.
i
begin taking it at once.

Everybody’s liable to itching piles. Rich and
poor, old and young—terrible the torture they
suffer. Only one sure cure; Doan’s Ointment.

.403.50

West Franklin in the afternoon.

May

Home Journal.

.01 *
.03 X

home.

Wilbur and wife, of Swan’s Island,
have been in tow n for the past week viaitiug his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Wilbur.
Fred

hats may be freshened in the same manblue
ner, using
sealing-wax.—Ladies1

IDIDA

ho has been work-

has returned

To Rejuvenate Straw Hats.
Women’s black straw bats may be given
a new lease of life by revarnishing
them,
which really takes the place of dyeing,
using some black sealing-wax pounded
into small pieces, and over which enough
methylated spirits to dissolve it has been
poured; then mix thoroughly, arid apply
with a soft brush to the hat, covering
Blue straw
every crevice of the straw.

tb—

a

East brook.

soft cloths and over a stove where they
If the
may be waved in the warm air.
feathers come out too light a black add
more dye.
Curl with the back of a knife
drawn under two or three Hues of fenl her
at a time after heating the knife slightly
over a warm iron, which makes it curl
quicker. White feathers may be gently
soused in warm soapsuds until clean,
rinsed
in clear water, and dried and
curled according to the plan given for
feathers.—Ladies'
Home Journal.
dyed

M. E. MALONEY'S

Mr. Swett had been a
sung by the choir.
member of the Methodist church many

years, and

as

for

DIRIGO COOKING UTENSILS.

ton—

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.

dissolved;

been

.18

Fuel.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
3 00 a 600
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 33 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
1005125

has

put in the dissolved dye

silk, holding by the tips of
the stems and moving in the boiling
water. Rinse in cold water, dry between

.10
.10
.16
.14

.05
.07 3.10
Cod,
Dry cod,
.05
.04 3.05
Haddock,
Pollock,
.30
.10 a.12
Flounders,doz
Mackerel,
.15
Halibut tins, .103.12
Lobsters,
.12
Halibut heads,
.05
Pickerel,
.20
Boneless cod, .08 §. 10
Clams, qt
.405.75
Oysters, qt
Tongues and
.30
sounds,
.O83.IQ
Scallops, qt
.12 Smoked—
Halibut,
.12
.12
Bluelish,
Halibut,
.25
Shad,
Herring, box,
.255.35
.20
Finnan haddie,
.10
Trout,
.30
Alewives, doz
.25
Mackerel, each
.25
Salmon,

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

prepared

.12a. 14
.09a.lo
Shoulder,
.12 5.16
Bacon,
Mutton, per tb .06a.10
Poultry—per tb—
.16
Fowl,

Boneless ham,
Fish.
Salt-

of soda

then rinse and

tripe,lb .lo

.10
pork, per tb
.10 3.12
Lard, per tb
Chickens,
.10 Bologna,
l*lgs feet, per tb
Sausage,
Cooked ham, tb

Pelts,
Lambskins,

teaspoonful

25

ity.

May

Four years we fought like devils,
Rut when the war was done
Your hand met mine in friendly clasp,
< )ur two hearts beat as one.
And now when danger threatens,
No North, no South, we know.
Once more we stand together
To light the common foe.

B.

Vernon Maddox, of Washington,
is visiting relatives in lJedham and vicin-

I

Vicksburg,
You licked meat Hull Run;
On many a Held we struggled,
When neither victory won.
You wore the gray of Southland,
I wore the northern blife;
Like men we did our duty
When screaming bullets Hew.

passeth

Mrs.

june

at

afflicted fam-

which

Dedham.

And fought on land and sea
The battles tierce that made us
A nation of the free.

whipped you down

see

business

I’m not so full o’ flghtln',
Nor half so full o’ fun,
As I was back in the sixties.
When I shouldered my old gun;
It may be that my hair is white—
Sich things, ye know, must be,
Hut if this old Union’s in for war
Make one more gun for me!

UUIICIB BIUWI

County News

Franklin.

was

Steak, beef, tb
Fresh pork,
Spring lamb, lb
Veal, per tb
Roasts,
Bees, corned, tb

50
25

Clapboards—per

M—
24 §26

Cleaning and Dyeing Feathers.
To dye feathers black, first wash them
in a pint of boiling water in w hich half a

.75

VI Y .NEWS.

for additional

SOUTHERN VOLUNTEER.

-AND-

HOT WATER

2

Columbia
cent stamp

1
1

1

Spruce,

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,

So get another gun.

GOLD CLARION RANGES

one

one,

No. 1,
scoots,

HARTFORD. COHN.

POPE MFG CO.

UUI

|
whose house is conspicuously clean, whose work worries
her least, whose leisure time is
greatest, how she manages.
The chances are ten to one she will answer:

—

extra

THE

b ruits to Eat and

Lumber—per M—
09 §11
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards,09 <j 11
12 §16
Spruce,
Spruce floor,
15§20
12 §15
Pine,
Matched pine,
15§18
Shingles—per M
2 75
Cedar, extra
2 00
clear,
2d clear,
1 75

Prices

month, but it is well that they were not
needed within a week after the war began.

will raise the pr.ce of all the necessities of life. Therefore, every pru-

Groceries.
.06 §.08
Coffee—per tb
Rice, per lb
Rio,
.15§.20 Pickles, per gal .40 §.60
.35 Olives, per qt
Mocha,
.35§.75
.33 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per tb—
.06
Japan,
.40§.60 Cracked wheat,
.06
.25§.60 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
Quaker rolled oats, .06,
.06
Granulated,
.06% Buckwheat,
Coffee—A & B,
.06 Graham,
.05
.05
Yellow, C
.05>£ Rye meal,
Molasses—per gal—
<Ml—per gal—
.35 Linseed,
.60 §.65
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.45 Kerosene, per gal
.13
.60 Astral oil,
.15
Syrup,
Maple syrup, qt .25 §.30

Machines

-»- equipping 100,000 men and in
instituting
jttrotrai.
effective coast protections in about a

War Taxes

Baled.10 §12
Vegetables.
.60 Carrots, bu
1.00
Beets, per bu
New beets, bunch
.15 New carrots, bunch .15
.03 Turnips, bu
.50
Cabbage,
.05 Parsnips,
.04
Onions,
Bermuda onions,
.06 Radish,
.10
1.35 Asparagus,
.15
Potatoes, bu
.07 Tomatoes, tb
.15
Cueumbers,
Spinach, pk
.75
.20§.25 String beans, pk
.08
Lettuce,

Almost every
thing about
COLUMBUS
is imitated excep
the material
put in them.

to

many terrible disasters before we
able to rally for effective defence and

were

Neufehatel.05
Eggs, %

fight,

mourn

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Country Produce.

ItfHIIH.

accent tlie boasting standard

we

to

as one

its

the grave of his repu-

tation.

opinion

■Our nation is too great and has too
much reserve possibility of future greatness

over

REGARDING

LAW

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in good order and (It for shipping, Is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6n
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
bounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buck
wheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.

I

at

a

MAINE

A

own

Let us give this thought a strong and with trained gunners.
The last man to over-estimate it as a
timely turn. Nationally we need it; for
by unfortunate chances many men un- conclusive test of modern warfare would
prepared by study, unripe in judgment, be brave Admiral Dewey himself. Boastignorant of history and its teachings— ing is excluded, but the thing to be
blatant boasters—are, during these days of thankful for is that his courageous entry
national testing, writing head-lines and of the harbor was made justifiable, beeditorials for some of the most-read cause the Spaniards were not even able to
American newspapers. They are causing explode their submarine mines at the

us

Wednesday, June 8, 1898.

Dewey’s
message, when after
mentioning his victory in most ordinary
he
closed by saying that he was
terms,
taking good care of two hundred or more
wounded Spaniards.

nary and common-sense preparations for
difficulties yet to be faced and deeds yet to
be done.

yet to come, by giving
of ourselves.

ELL8 WORTH MARKETS.

western

“NEMO”.

BY

For It.

However, everyone who purchased one of
those carriages is to-day a walking advertisement for good work and doesn’t lose a chance
to recommend you to buy a good wagon, provided you can secure one at a reasonable price.
I am personally acquainted with people all
aver Maine—from
my home in Ellsworth to
John Mallmon’s hotel in Lubec, to Smith’s
hotel in Caribou, to the Whitney house in
Presque Isle, to Patten by way of Ox Beau, to
Moosehead Lake and across the country to
Rockland and back home.
In all my travels I have failed to find one
man who has given the western carriages a
trial that will again use one or recommend
uihers to do so. When asked what he knows
about western carriages he shakes his head
and says he knows enough about them to let
them alone.
To show you that I am sincere in my remarks, let me tell you what I have been aoing
1 have built eighty new carthis winter.
riages that I am in hopes to sell.' I warrant
each and everv one of these carriages to be
FIRST-CLASS in MATERIAL and WORKShould any part prove otherMANSHIP.
wise, at any time, I will make it good regardless of the length of time it has been in use.
ro this end I will furnish reference second to
□ one in the State.
But to those who ore still willing to try one
of those western carriages I would say that I
have the agency for this county for one of the
best made—the Cortlandt wagon. It is made
by the 0*rtlandt Wagon Co., of New York,
lam offering these wagons at a very low
price. Anyone residing in Hancock, Washington or Penobscofccounties, who is in need
>f a carriage of any kind and who will writne stating his needs, I will call upon with
.he carriage he wants.
I
MY PLAN OF WORK is as follows:
ill call upon you in person and explain to
fou any points you are in doubt about. I can
If it be an
;hen find out your exact needs.
-xpress you want, I can suit you with a light,
medium* or heavy. lu top buggies I carry
'our different styles, in fact, anything in the
carriage line you can find at my shop. Don't
buy until you see my work and the low rates
1 am offering.

31. E. 31A LON E V.

We will Invade their territory, capture and do
stroy their towns and force them Into subjec
lion. Spanish valor Is the same to-day that 11
was In the days of old, and we can set* In tin
near future the promt tlajr of Spain again atloal
upon every sea anil planted again upon th<
Once more Spain wit
continent of America.
rule the world as she did In the days gone by.

<lIk virlbuuutl) American.
I

A
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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY Tilt

-»ption l’rire—$2.00
mobths;

>o

cents

lor

year; $1.00 foi
three months; 11

a

pa'.l rrh tiy In advance, Sl .'xi, T.^ amt 88 cents
All arrearages are reckoned at
respectively

the

By keeping
of tiie truth, Spain

the Ac ot r; i"-i year.
Ail' r; -i tig Kates—Are reasonable, anil will
be unde known ou application.
e*s.
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WILL BE HELD IN

II ALL, AUGUSTA,

I TV

June

Tuesday,

2S

1898,

for

CONVENTION

COUNTY OF HANCOCK,
WILL BE HELD AT

Hancock' Hall, in KINwortli,

M.t

for the purpose uf nominating candidates for
two senators, clerk of courts, judge of prohate, sheriff, county attorney, one county commissioner, register ot deeds and county treasurer.
At the

convention of 1884 ami 1886, the follow
ing resolutions were adopted
Resolved, That hereafter the delegates in all
cases shall be voters In the town which they
represent.
Resolved, That a nomination to any office to
whien any person may have been elected cannot
be claimed as a matter of custom and usage,
personal illness alone beiug the test.
Resolved, That in future calls for county
conventions, the committee is requested to make
ii-.-umuuus n

|iuri

ui

me aume.

The ba-i- of representation will be as follow?
Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate; lor each forty votes
<a-t t'or the republican candidate forlS9d.au
additional delegate; and for a fraction of twenty-live votes in excess of forty votes, an additional delegate.
The following !l-t shows the number of dele*
gate- to which each city, town and plantation
in the county is entitled in the convention
1 Orland,
Amherst,
5
1 Otis,
Aurora,
1
7 Penobscot,
Bluehill,
4
Brook lin,
4 Sedgwick,
4

Bruok-ville,

Buck sport,

Casttne,
Cranberry Isles,
Dei Ui ",
Peer f«le.
East brook,

E«len,
EH-w 'rth,
Frank in.

<fOuid-ln.ro,

Sorrento,
Sullivan,
4 Surry,
4

»

1

Ston'ington,

swan's island,
Tremont,
Trenton,
11 Verona,
IS Waltham,
4
Winter Harbor,
3 Long island,
2
7
1

to

what

run

the

I

1
4
4
1

the bill to

provide

the

successful issue, in
that the republicans will be

war

to

a

.ty of
ton, and driven the inhabitants of
ut*• the interior, compelling them to
ph
tlee for their iives.
Next we will move upon
New York, and no Yankee ships dare attack us,
Hr well their inability to cope with
kn-'Wii.
the form; 1 ;•!•• Spanish navy.
we will not be
content
Brav. <nr. ’"mis
v. iia
compelling the Yankees to sue for peace,

give

This week

stock

our

EE

=

we

MARK WAY DOWN
prices

at

to

please

1I

EEE

young

everyone in town.

|

t

best

Untrlimnecl

|

The line of march was then taken up
Bridge hill. The route lay through
School street to Main, down Main across
the bridge and up the hill to the Kedman
homestead on the Surry road. The hand

Hats

have

and

|

running ♦

smooth

most of

them

|

GALL

A

CONNICK.

WEST END FURNITURE STORE

were accompanied by sevpeople, who joined the 200
already gathered about the

more

when you want

X

ber-set.

chain-

4

is

so

4

every fancy

i

a

4

My

4

varied that

4

can

stock

X

be suited.

j

had

played “Columbia,
ifow
Locomotives Have Heen Rethe Gem of the Ocean”, the signal was I
ceived at Calais.
given, and Masters Eddie Robinson and |
Interest in the Washington county railFulton Redman, nephews of the judge, , oad shifts to the eastern end thin week,
unfurled the handsome Hag. Three cheers I there substantial evidence of the coniwere given by the crowd, and the usual |
ng “Shore Line express” is seen in the
-rtiuii-- nnn
lit I'ttliu.
uj
j wo handsome locomotives received.
Judge Redman then from the veranda
Th** engines are from the shops of the
addressed

up

the

the hill to assist him in the fiag-rais-

locomotive works, Dunkirk, N.
l*., and are of a new pattern with three
5rooks

Iriving

wheels and many improved ideas
construction. One weighs fifty tons,

n
«

other tifty-nine tons, the latter with

he

\ ender

and

having a total
They are

equipment

veight of seventy-five tons.
!

ing.

for

eight new
j ocomotives to he delivered to the Wasbngton county road during the months
| lie

first two of

order

an

Onil

X

her.

♦

Kllsworth. ♦

!

J

I’ro|Fr.

LOTS OF

Sunday

morning, however, the
found safely anchored under the lee of Handkerchief shoal.
The schooner lost her rudder, anchor
chaina and boat. There was five feet of
water in tier hold.
The "Moseley" was
towed to New Bedford wtiere her
cargo
will he discharged, ami she will be taken
out on the marine railway for
repairs.
She was bound from Bath to
Philadelphia
with Ice.

:

♦

The “Helen G. Moseley” Damaged.
j ♦ West Knd liridge,
The schooner “Helen G.
Moseley ",1'apt.
A. C. Holt, of I.snioiiie, had a
very narrow escape last
Saturday, when she was
caught in the northeast gale oTf Cape Cod,
It- It- HOLM LS,
When sighted and before the name had i
been ascertained, the report was tele- j
graphed to Boston that the schooner was
helpless, and there was no hope of saving
schooner

Store, t

FELLOWS’ I1I.OCK,

J

LINE.

grounds.
After ttie band

'Vest hud furniture

♦
THE SHORE

I

♦

4

X
:

J

dainty carvings. Prices 4

1

4

=:

=

f

was

NEW CUSTOMERS
is

one

result

of my ndviee

begin the new year right
by trading with me; nobody regrets it, nobody

to
I

ran,

Judge Redman then introduced Rev. 1).
d June and July.
L. Yale, of the Congregational church,!
The city of Calais has sold its interest in
who in a few well-chosen words told | he St. Croix and Penobscot railroad to
what the flag meant to him.
{ fie John P. McDonald Construction Co.

because I

prove

that

bnuumcy.

<•

RIGHT GOODS

Pythias

ulne.

And "to the sound of trump and drum’’
“Hobson's choice” h
become a these two organizations marched into the
misnomer. Its meaning was knocked house, where refreshments were served.
The crowd quickly dispersed, after the
askew by a young man down at San- I
first demonstration of the kind that lias
last
tiago
Friday.
taken place In Ellsworth for more than a

Kastbrook hut*

Bucksport
rate of fl.

generation.

taxts

bicycles

at

the uuiform

Little Paul Crabtree, bless him! didn’t
that Memorial
Day should be
neglected in the town of Hancock.—Lewiston Journal.
mean

One of
so

our

correspondents

much

big

news

writes

about

that

the

war,
weeks

babies

will but pi

uy

it.

Postmaster of Lewiston Dead.
Postmaster Charles Walker, of Lewiston, died yesterday, aged sixty-one. He
has been postmaster of Lewiston twice,
mayor once, city treasurer once and has
represented the city in the legislature.
Mr. Walker was one of the prominent
democrats of the State.

Body Identified.
The body found at Castine last week as
reported in The American has been
identified as that of John Smith, of
Orono. who had been missing several
weeks.

Berry For t lover nor.
The populists of Maine at their contenin
tion
Bangor last week, nominated
Robert Gerry, of Ellsworth, for governor.
j

OK

KIIEN

H.

WYMAN.

City Clerk Wyman, of Ellsworth, Dies In Lewiston.
Eben II. Wyman, son of City Clerk I>evi
I 5. Wyman, of Ellsworth, was found dead
i n his room at Lewiston yesterday moruof

J ion

Death is believed to have been due
overdose of morphine taken to re-

Miss Annie Charlotte Peters, daughter
Chief Justice Peters, and Prescott
Hale Vose, of
Bangor, were married
Thursday afternoon at the home of the

1 ieve

pain.

bride.

] ^ewiston several

The marriage was performed by Rev.
Seth C. Beach, of the Unitarian church,

t he

Mr. Wyman

of

Pitman, of
Boston, and Andrew Peters, of Westthe maid-of-honor, Miss
boro, Mass.;

The

ushers

were

Harold

corner

of State and Essex streets.

Mr. and Mrs. Vose

left

for

wed diner

a

West.
Among the guests present from Ellsworth were
George N. Black, Mrs.
Eugene Hale, A. P. Wiswell and wife,
John A. Peters, jr. and wife.

trip

was

Since a
ge.
mcle in New

t

A.

Bessie Bruce Hassard, and the best man,
Northeast Harbor will celebrate the Dr. J. K. Phillips.
The gown of the bride was of heavy
Fourth.
Judging by the preparations
the band boys are making it will be a 1 white satin, en traine, trimmed
with
"rouser", as it should be this year, of all orange blossoms, which were also fastened to the chiffon veil. Her bouquet was
years.
of lilies-of-the-valley, and on her gown
Southwest Harbor holds up her head
she wore t he gift of the groom, a handproudly when people talk of lack of vol- some half circle of diamonds.
unteers from Hancock
county.
Why
The gifts were numerous and costly.
shouldn’t she? Southwest Harbor has
Chief Justice Peters’gift to his daugiiter
sent seven boys to the front.
was
the handsome residence at the

••with

DEATH

i ng.
1 o an

Peters-Vose.

daily mail.

a

Southwest Harbor now has a
Dewey
avenue—probably well-named some of
these foggy mornings.—Lewiston Journal.

*

gallant fleet has bombarded their

Bargains

rors

JI

must be

to

X

HKKSSKltS have large mir- 4

TflK

drawers, while

1
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our

and old.

we

X
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Already

EE

Trimmings

I’ve got

one;

lots of that kind.

1

Bucksport’s new board of selectmen
Hanc4
Nn. 7,
1
ke.eps up the good work. When the new
No.-,
JsleauHaut,
Lac,.
2
No. 21,
1
board began knocking signs off telegraph
Muria\ die,
1
No.
1
Mount Desert,
6
poles, and posted notices regarding street
T! »*
e.mty committee will be in session at cleaning, some of the old-timers began to
flancoH, !::t!! or. .!une 22, at 9 u’clm-k a. m., to
grunt, but when they put electric lights,
5v«• *!w» credentlalB of delegates.
j.
Per
r of i:
republican county commit- a telephone, a typewriter, and other newlb L. Gkindlk, Chairman.
fangled, lazy-men’s contrivances in the
sg, Seci tary.
selectmen’s office, the grunts became
calamity squeals, and the squealers began
Che ip Newspapers.
to cock their eye knowingly toward that
Tht iewspaper which has ?io uniform
municipal barometer, the tax-rate. Now
rate for advertising space, and is satisthe selectmen are t hrough their work as
fied to take what it can get for it, is a
assessors, and the tax rate is -?2 as against
cheap advertising medium, and the ad- *2.72
last year, and squeals have
given
vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
place to sat lied grunts. Bucksphrt has
results.—Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Press
r towns a lesson if they
taught her

life,

sold.

X
X

==

HAT.

Then ♦

4
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first attention.

good-looking

a

X

course, at-

it pays to
Woman’s liellef Corps.
the hope
I lie \\ Oman's Belief
corps, department
Trade with
of Maine, lias arranged to hold district I
forced to accept some of their pet
schools
of
instruction
June
and
schemes.
during
I keep a
July. The session in tins district will tie
Mr. Yale was followed in happy vein bv
| or 535,000. A portion of this road will
held at Bar Harbor June 17.
I
The war revenue bill, after three Rev. J. 1*. Simonton, of the Methodist | orm a
<;i:m:kal
I he assistant patriotic instructor fur
part of the new Washington
15
weeks' debate in the Senate, was church, whose points were emphasized by
is
Mrs. I.izzie Parsons,
f I
The price received for Corps
ounty railroad.
<;ko( i:uv stoki:,
Kllswort
h.
several
apt anecdotes.
t he road is
passed Saturday by a vote of 4s to 2S. |
low, but a condition of the
Rev. J. 1). O’Brien, of the Catholic I lie was that the machine and
It was sent back to the House Monat the old
stand.
repair Hew a re of Ointments for Catarrh that ConMy
was booked for a speech, but at
tain Mercury,
hops of the new road are to be located in
day for action on the Senate amend- church,
trade is constantly
inthe last moment was called out of town, ( ’alais.
awilt
mercury
the
sense
ot
surely destroy
ments.
Senator Morgan's income tax
smell and
creasing because 1 keep
and was obliged to leave on the evening
nt
completely derange the whole ej
At this end of the road work is still
w hen
amendment was defeated in the
entering It through the mucous surface-.
the
train.
I looming.
More men and teams are >udi articles should novt lie used except 11
Seuate.
from reputable
Judge Redman brought the exercises to leeded hut the crews on the work are prescription*will
physicians, a* the
tin l- ten-foM t«* tin1 good vou
damage they
a close by expressing his regret that the
possibly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh
naking good progress. One contractor can
The populist convention at Bangor
( ure, manufacured
F
.! Chcnev A Co., To
size of his house and the limitation of his j f aid this
morning that it was hoped to ledo. <>., contains no by
indicates that even in the “middle of
mercury. and 1* taken Inand sell them at the
larder prevented him from inviting the j lave the road
ready for rails at this end ternally, acting directly upon the blood and
the road" the “pops" do not find it
surfaces of the system.
In buying
assemblage in, but he could make room ! | >y June 20.
j mucous
Hair( atarrh Cure be sure
all smooth traveling.
y„u get the gen
for the
of
and the band.

ing

1
2
1

Spaniards! we have nothing to fear from the
owardly Yankees. We are already the victors,
nod gladly would the enemy sue for peace.
The ]'!•;;!.'[ ine-, which were at first reported
to us, have been regained, if indeed they
were ever out of our power or in danger of
f
The ship? of the Yankee comLMtig
mander ; uve been destroyed with great loss of

the

people.
Briefly he told
them how it all happened; how he had
tack on to it in the shape of amend- for a long time wanted a flag-pole on his
ments some of their peculiar notions, own premises, and how he had longed to
see the stars and stripes floating over the
as for instance the income and
corposchool-house near by. The wish was now
ration taxes.
They see an opporgratified, and he eloquently thanked his
tunity which they will make the most
neighbors and fellow citizens for coming
of.
will retard the
of
passage
revenue for carry-

Our Hats and

SS

something
in

one

of

chamber-set should be ♦

the

4

=

remember above all

furniture,

for

or

1

arrive and are two or three
1
old before 1 hud it out.”
And then the
c.
“No sewj significant words are added:
1
ing circle here.”

Spanish Diplomacy, at Home.
The following extract is from the
Havana newspaper El Progresso:

has

just

!♦

|

customers will do the

the

tracts

eral hundred

grasp it!
Only eight
There were 4,000 heroes!

They

that you need

♦

and the K. P.’s

stood—the opportunity was presented. Four thousand men sprang

delay to the war revenue measin the Senate is due to the eflorts
of the populists and democrats to

EE

|

He then introduced
the speaker of the oc-

always

But

same.

=

who

our
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way, spoke patriotically and eloquently,
and moved the crowd to frequent cheers.

seembd certain
of shot

could go.
Tiie world applauds eight!

as

good to say and always says it

they

to

King,

King,

Mr.

and shell and hidden mine, and sink
beneath them the steamer on which

forward

Hag-raising.

hope

I SUMMER

casion.

gauntlet

COUNTY OOSSIt*.

Wednesday, June 22, isijs,

..1

the

Arno W.

and

Err

both

Knights

REPUBLICAN
FOR TIIE

1'»

go

The

t ill',
of nominating a candidate for
pur,
Kepre.-f. Uli. to .V.;h Congiess of the I'nited
Stalest" he vo*. d lor at the September elcctbo
Also to -fleet a d’.-trift committee and to tram*,
acta:
ot,her business that may proper!;.
e
before it.
The i-a-i- of representation will be as follows
Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy’(•- r:»-t f
I'
the republican eandidate for
gorcr or in !<•«;. an additional delegate, ami
fora iruction ot lortv vote- in excels of sevenYavote-, a further additional delegate.
t.
oanci"- in the delegation of any city, town or
i>e tilled l»y a resident of
pii;i.11*<>a ca.
w! :the vacaney exists.
The District committee will be in session in
the
coutifi! rooms of City hall, at U o’clock
on th
morning ot the convention, for the pur
ree<i\it.g the credentials of delegates.
I-.
L
ier to be eligible to participate
g.ites, .a
iv. tl.. .• j:.v
must be elected -ubsequent
to the late of the call for this convention,
i’tr order,
•t. w. Black,
B. *». YlfKEKY,
CHAKLEs H- DlUMMEY,
W. 11. WILDES,
Committee.

nn

and

ure

AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M

AT 10 O’CLOCK A.

to

death—to

Tuesday, -lime 2s, I'-hS

COl NTV

tr^th,

“REMEMBER THE MAINE,’

I

|

:IN A CHAMBER

™vTdo I

'

I DEWEY?

;

factory whistle Hags broke forth
poles, and were saluted by cheers
from the crowd. Then the band played
the “Star Spangled Banner”.
Superintendent James A. McGown, of
the shoe factory, then made a brief speech
on behalf of the employees of
the shoe
factory, whose patriotism had prompted

make
heroes.”
“Opportunities
Yes, but only a few receive the
world's applause.
At Santiago last J
week, when volunteers were called :

HALL, AUCUSTA,

THE

the

new

from the

match.

IN

o

know

Ells-

In

Evening.
evening three

occasion, and won for themselves
and Capt. Neal ley praise
not only
for
their fine appearance but for their fine
The people turned out in an
marching.
enthusiastic crowd.
The first exercises were at the shoe
factory and Howe factory. At a signal
on

spark of truth to the excitable
Spanish masses would be as a spark
of fire to gunpowder. Spanish defeat
will be the signal for applying the

Republican

■

|

sources

The

Convention
CITY

the same

Even defeat might be
away by the resourceful

whose personal interests and ambitions will he served by letting the
truth be known.

-•

WILL BE HELD

for informa-

at present.

viduals who

AT
11 O’CLOCK A. M.,
tor t
purpose of nominating a candidate for
govo, or to be -upported at the September
election, and transacting any other business
that n ,iv properly come before it.
.terT>
Slalne, without regard to past
political difference*, who are in favor of sustainin- Pre-ldent McKinley and his administrathe conduct of the war with Spain; who
tion
are in tuvor *'t sustaining the present wise and
ecom ideal administration of our State affairs,
arc
Hally invited to join with the republican- 1
choosing delegates to this convention.
I’Ih uasi-of representation will be as follows:
E.,
ity, t"wii and plantation will he entitled
toon delegate, and for each seventy-live votes
tl .;
Heart candidate for governor
<•!:
in l"*. an additional delegate, and for a fraction
torty \otes in excess of seventy live
n
I'-r additional delegate.
Vacancies
t
in the delegation of any city, town or plantan
tion
only be filled bv a resident of tlie
in which the vacancy exists.
count
tale
mmittee will be in session in the
rie
o’clock on
unoU
rooms of City hail, at
city*
ot the convention, for the purpose
thorn nil!
Deleof r. ,-iving the credential- *>t delegate-.
gate*. in order to be eligible to participate in
the convention, nui-t be elected subsequent to
the dure of tiieeall for this convention.
Per order. Republican state Convention.
■!. H. Manlky, Chairman.
ITyiii N Tb-vi'. Secretary.
Au: usta. Me., April 21

The Third District

on

Unfurled

to the

explained
Spanish government, but for the fact
that there are in Spain to-day indi-

A Republican State Convention
1

in ignorance
hopes to save her-

depend

tion in ti'e future

-.DNESDAY, JUNE 8, 189S.

Y

In Ellsworth last

masses

to

were

Flags

Hags were unfurled to the breeze, with
appropriate accompaniment of cheers,
music and oratory.
The Hags were Rt
Union shoe factory, E. E. Howe’s carriage
factory, and John B. Redman’s residence.
Monaghan’s hand turned out voluntarily to take part in the exercises, ami
the Uniform Rank, Knights of Pythias,
in their handsome uniforms, added tone

self from internal disaster.
Will she
succeed? No.
This could not be so
confidently asserted if the Spanish

.imuideations should be addressed
a!l monev order* made payable to, Tine
k
CniNTY
Publishing Co., ElisHan*
Worth. Maine.

Bu
to, tf

New

worth 1-atst

This is a fair sample of the stufl
which Spanish papers and officials
whe
feed to the ignorant
masses,
have no other sources of information.
This is Spanish diplomacy at home,

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
u
W. Hollins, Editor ami Manager.
Snl*
six

Three

Slbbcrtiscmcnts.

2lt)trrrtisf mrnts.

AM) STRIPES.

STARS

f

employ

years of
had lived with an

boy he
Hampshire.

He went to

years ago and entered
Orlando S. Ham, and a

time ago entered into partnership
pith George 15. Haskell in the seed and
hort

gor millwright and inventor,died
from a paralytic shock sustained

Monday
Sunday.

native of Woodstock, N.
B., but had lived in Bangor since fourMr. Close

was a

He was
teen years of age.
years of age.
Among the best known of

tions

are

wheel and

a
a

his

shingle machine,
fog hell.

of the bells

are

a

invenwater

The latter of these

is. undoubtedly, tlie best

Many

sixty-eight

known

now

in

of

The big, hearty, healthy man Is a continual
Irritation to his dyspeptic friend. Constipation
is the root of nine-tenths of the sickness of
men, and of a large proportion of the sickness
of women. It can bo cared easily, naturally
and quickly. Nature is continually working as
hard as she can to throw off impurUic-, and to
force out poisonous refuse matter. When there
i-an impediment, I>r. Pierce’s Plea-ant Pellets
set the wheels
working again without any
trouble. They assist nature In a gentle, healthThere is nothing violent
ful, efficient 'way.
about their action, and yet it Is just as certain
“You do not beas if it were twice as violent.
come a slave to their use.”
They are different
and better than any other pill for the cure of
constipation, headache and kindred derangements.
Almost all druggists understand this,
and are conscientious enough to tell you so.
The druggist who tries to sell you a -ul -tituto
is not a safe man from whom to buy medicine.
Send 21 cents in one-cent stamps to World’s
Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.,
and receive Dr. Pierce’s 1,00-S page “Common
."Sense Medical Adviser”, profusely Illustrated.

RIGHT PRICES.

and made In To.
Co. Testimonials

A

M. J. DRUMMEY,
(West end Union river bridge)

of large team homes, also
and harnesses. Apply to
Haokhthy, Ellsworth, Me.

HOUSES—Span
wagon, sleds

I)r. A.

C.

ELLSWORTH,

essful.

active, energetic, happy and sucHe liked bis business; took an

interest in it and as Mr. Haskell
‘I would have trusted him with a

i ntense
t

aid:

f

tack of

greenbacks

i f 1 had had

it.'

as

high

as

MAINE.

Special Xotirrs.

CLOSING=OUT SALE

NOTJCE^^^^^'

AS.NESSOKS*
assessors of the City of Ellsworth will
be in session at the Mavor and Aidermen’s room, in said city, on the first Thursday of each mouth, from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Kohooe Holmes,
OB. Sti*ART,
Freu L. Frazier,

THE

OF

Watches, ( locks. Jewelry,

Assessors.

Spectacles, Eye-Glasses,

jJbbrrtiscmmta.

name was

nan was

AT COST.

BUSINESS

As I shall have to vacate iny store in about 30
1 offer to sell my stock at cost.

lays,

t_

my head

said to be

Persons

To his honesty and in-

having Watches,

kind,

egrity of character every one agrees, and
I lis death comes tberefore as a profound
hock. That his death was accidental is
he tirni and undeviating opinion of all
i'ho knew him, for he was so happily sitt lated
in life that it could have been
1 lothing but joy for him to live.”
The body will be brought to Ellsworth

are

requested

to

or

tall

work of any
for same.

t

N. B.—All persons Indebted to me are
request
.-d to settle same by May ir.; after that date I
*hall leave bill- with attorney for collection.

|

or

If

business is

dealers

have decided to make
eral

lib-

reduction from my al-

ready

low

prices,

so

TO

A.

--

that all

be accommodated.

11LOCK,

with hardwood floors
and four large windows.
corner rooms

Prices 825, 835 and 845 per year,
according to location.

GREELY.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly
appointed udwinisl*ie eslal*-‘ of C aroline A. Jordan,
of Ellsworth, iii the
county of Hancock,
eceased, ami given bonds as the law directs,
dl persons
having demands against the esate of said deceased are desired to
present
he same for
settlement, and all indebted
hereto are requested to make payment imuediately.
Levi B.VVvman.
May 3, a. d. 1898.

I''HE

No. 5 Main St.

J^YXWOOD

F.

he

rator.
ate

GILES,

Attorney and Counsellor at I.aw.

Special attention given to Collections am! all
Commercial business.

1

business strictly

Offices over

ELLSWORTH,

confidential.

Burrlll National Bank
MAINE.

hereby gives notice that

appointed

ounty
onds

SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE
OR PERSONAL
PROPERTY.
all

subscriber

he lias been duly
I rator with the will annexed
Dm M. Skinner, late of

MONEY TO LOAN.

LET

IN
MANNING

W.

Ellt-worth.

ILcsai Xc:::rs.
IMsm^

—

Za ILrf.

Ine, light,

a

Street,cor. State,

NOTICE OF FOltld
IITHERKAS Addison
Spurliug on the
twentieth day of December, a d. !**:,
▼ ?
)V his mortgage deed of that date
recorded in
Hancock Registry of Deeds, vol. 227.
page ns.
conveyed to me, the undersigned, in mortgage the follow iug described real »-tat*
\i/
)ne-half in common ami undivided <>f a Cer;ain parcel of land -ituated in said
Ellsworth,
ind bounded and described as follow-. Resuming on tlie westerly line of Franklin
street at the southeast corner of the Davis
>ot, so-called; thence south 12l_> degrees east
5,1 sai,1 s* feet fifty ft-* t; t hence at
right a Mg!South 77k. digrees west t« James I’ Whit
more’s line; thence northerly on the liet
.he Whitmore lot aud the line of the .- .an
ot to the southwest corner of said Duvi- lot
heuce on said Davis line to said s t r.
nib.’
jlace of beginning, containing six th- .-and
our hundred square feet more or
kxjress reference is here made to said
mortgage
leed and the record thereof.
And whereas
he condition of s;iicl
mortgage has been
iroken and now remains broken and
unperormed, now therefore, by reason of the
jreach of the condition of said
1
mortgage,
laim a foreclosure thereof and
give this noice for that purpose a*,
provide by statute.
Dated this 28th dav of May, a. d. 1898.
JOSKl'HINK F. MfI’KI.INU.

that the public—particuthe ladies -want, I

cau

F

K. K. JOV,
Main

to

larly

SUltl’UISK

be .sprung in Ellsworth
Watch The
American for Particulars.
The grocery trade of this city Is all agog over
great piece of enterprise which the Jl-O people
ave in preparation, and will shortly anuounce
1 1 the columns of this paper. Their represeutat ve, Mr. Salmons, has been directing the work
1 ere In Ellsworth, with a corps of assistants,
a nd
has arranged a plan of campaign which
d nould take Ellsworth by storm.
If the grocers do their part, It will he an event
1' mg to be remembered by the trade, and any ret ill grocer who has not arranged to share In the
e aterprise should Immediately
communicate
v 1th the company’s representative,
Advt.

It

GOODS

j

0

as

of

Desirable and Seasonable

|

GItOChHY

dull

classes

...

erved time in State prison for robbery.
The boy and his younger brother, aged
1 fteen, had been drinking Monday. When
hey returned homo they quarrelled with
heir father.
The older hoy seized an
f xe and buried t he blade in his father’s
f ack.
The blow was fatal, but in bis
renzy the hoy hacked at the body, cuting off both legs above the ankles.
JUG

as

all

be, it must be pretty near
a
fact.
Such being the case, and i
having a stock of

s

A

in

merchandise affirm

interment.

Father Killed l>y Drunken Son.
Daniel Murphy, a farmer of Mars Hill,
iroostook county, was murdered by his
s on Daniel, aged eighteen years, Monday
ight. The murder was committed with
n axe, the body being horribly cut.
The Murphy family did not hear a good
The boy murderer had
eputation.

operation

-_-

Cheney

JFor tSnlc.

ine
implement business.
George B. Haskell & Co.
The Lewiston Journal says: “Mr. Wy-

all.

along the New England coast.
His first
Mr. Close was twice married.
wife was Miss Rebecca Hanson. His second, who now survives him, was Miss
Olive Morrison,of Mariaville. He left four
children, Misses Maud and Ella Close,
Edward Close aud Mrs. Carrie Clark.

F. J.

Sold by Druggist*, price 7.V.
per bottle,
llall’* Family Fills are the l>est.

in the

Prominent Bangor Mail Bead.
Walter K. Close, the well-known Ban-

Internally,

taken

gncultural

1 irm

(

of

twenty-eight

It is

Ohio, by
j ledo,
free.

|

of

Hancock,

admimsof the estate of

Bucksport. in the
deceased, and given

as the
law
directs.
All persons
demands
the
against
aving
estate
f said deceased are desired to
present
he same for settlement, and all indebted
hereto are requested to make
payment imuediately.
Alfred L. Skinner.
May 3, a. d. 1898.

riiK American:

the harbor and opened on the
batteries, diverting their attention from

toward

WAR NEWS.

the “Merrimac” entered the channel
batteries directed their fire upon her.
She was hit several times, and two of the
Ah

In this column from week to week during the
continuance of the war, Tjik American will
the
print the Important facts and eventsWeofshall
war In the order of their occurrence.
chaff—
wheat
from
the
to
the
endeavor
separate
fact from rumor—to the end that renders of Tiik
American will he correctly Informed of the
We will give no suave here
of
events.
progress
to unauthcnticated rumors, and will relieve the
of all sensational features and Inacnews
curacies which are Inseparable from daily pre-reports and nows bulletins. We will t«•!I the
plain, unvarnished tale, that the tiles of Tilt.
American may afford a fairly correct hlstorj "i
On Wednesdays, however, we will
the war.
print the most reliable news bulletins received
up to the hour of going to press, hut these
this
bulletins will be entirely apart from
column.

ANOTHER LENGTHY SESSION OF

men

and the cruiser “New Orof

engagement says it lasted fifty-five

minutes.
were

Three

of

out

four

silenced, and Morro castle

batteries
was

lleet, but

was
u-au

but

serious

no

None of the

day

Fighting
Manila,

at

damage
ships

FOR

NEW

STREETS

SIDE-

posted

following

the

bulletin from a report received from Admiral Dewey

J>008—ROLLS

Sidewalks.

KOLL OF ACCOUNTS NO. 4.

Admiral Dewey reports that the insurgents
have been actively engaged within the province
of Cavite during the past week.
They have
won several victories, taken prisoners about
men
and llfty otlieers of the Spanish
troops, not native. The arsenal of Cavite has
been prepared for oeeupation by the United
Slates troops upon their arrival on transports.

NAME.

(J It Foster,
Fred E Frazier,
•I II llopkins,

Contingent,

33

squadron,

SPK } CLEANING

me

00
*25
00

CALLS FOR

Paint,

“Sly”.

The

worth

woman

quainted

authority

for

who

is

this is

with Commodore

an

Ells-

personally
Schley and

ac-

his

familv.

Paper,

SEVENTY-FOURTH U.

S.

V.

designation of the First
Maine regiment, now at Chickamauga, is
the71th regiment, United States VolunThe

Carpets.

official

teers.

“MARIETTA”

jhitkIotb
OFFEK

CHOICE

Matting,
Floor Oil Cloths,
AND

Wall

f

;

“Monarch” Paints,
|

S. Deck Paint for floors.
White Lead,

Haw Oil, Varnishes ami
Shellac.
Colors and I’alnt ISrushes.
anil

specialty

we

make

a

of

Fialil Md Garden Seeils.
Timothy, Hungarian, lied
Top am!

Lawn Grass

seed.

Alsyke and lied Clover,
Harley, Oats and Seed Peas.
I>.

PERKY'S

M.

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.
Our

usual lines ol

DRY GOODS

37 Main

3

St.,

BROS..
Ellsworth.

home, and

was

died.

The

came

from

despatch announcing
Japan.

bound for home

LEAVE

when he
his death

for

a

and 4.30 p.

junior

last

night

ex-

nine from the

Bangor high

school.

The Ellsworth boys had a regular Manila
victory, the score standing 14—0 in their
favor.
Dunn, in the box, was the bright
particular star of fche Ellsworth team,
with thirteen strike-outs to his credit.
two hits off his
| The visitors made only him
line support
Brady gave
| delivery.
behind
the
bat.
The
home
team found
I
j the Bangor pitcher’s curves readily.
Seventeen hits were made. T. Higgins
j and Brady put home-runs to their credit,
iand Stoekbridge tapped out a tliree! bagger.
The players and batting order of
j the home team were as follows: Dunn,
T.
Higgins, lb.; Brady, c.; Billington,
p.;
3b.; A. Stoekbridge, cf.; 11. Higgins, If.;
! Whitehead, 2b.; Cox, hs.; Hurley, rf.
The game was well played throughout,
only three errors being made,one by EllsI worth and two by Bangor.

|

Children’s Day at ISaptist Church.
There will be a Children’s Day concert
at the

Baptist

Sunday

church next

even-

The service entitled
ing at 7.30 o’clock.
“Gracious .Calls” will be carried out bj
members of t he Sunday school. The programme is as follows:

Singing,“On for the Prize”.Sunday sehoo
Recitation,"Our Children’s Day,” Annie Jordan

Address of welcome.Sadie Stroul

Scripture reading,"Among all Nations,”

Leader and school
Prayer .Pastoi
Singing,"Hear Thy Little Ones’ Prayer,"
Ethel Swett, Bertha Cook, Bernice Jameson
Minnie Tripp,
Mary Bowden, Huldal
Graves, Myrtle Graves.
Recitation,"We Praise Thee, Lord,”

Recitation,"Now

Mary Campbell
Days”

in these Summer

Carrie Estcf

Recitation,"The Flowers In their Beauty,”

Alice McGowc

Recitation,"God’s Jewels at

our

Feet,”

Eva Leighton
Song,"The Message”.Blanche Stone
Recitation.Flora Cook
Recitation,"Thank God for the Bible”

Mary Shorey
Recitation,”Boh and the Bible”...Percy Jordan
Class exercise.Eight hoy?
Singing,"Happy Days”.School
Recitation,"At Jesus’ Feet" .Sadie Royal
Recitation,"Jesus Loves Me".Harry Merrill
Recitation,4*What

a

Child may

do,”

Hazel McGowe

Singing,“Lo, the Golden Fields

are

Smiling,”

School
Fruit”.Pastor

Scripture reading,"Much
Recitation,“The Joy of Service,”

|

are

sold for what

can

them.

be received

This is true of advertising as
if everything else. Low rates and liberal
discounts invariably denote small and
valueless
circulation.
Leavenworth
Kansas) Times.
for

Recitation,"Getting
Singing,“Give as well

(Jiving,”

as

Ktliel

Pray,”

—

Philip Power,

Swett

Benediction.

—

promptly
by taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
Which purifies and
Enriches the blood,
Strengthens the nerves,
Tones the stomach,
Creates an appetite.
0%'ercome

daughter.

a

3TUKDEE—At Stonington, June 2, to Mr ami
Mrs Thomas II Sturdee, twin sons.

MARRIED.
DONNELL—8TANLEY—At Seal Harbor, June
•'», at the home of Orrln Donnell, by Rev Ernest A

Cranston, Miss Bertha

E

Donnell

to

Gilbert M Stanley.
THOMAS—KENNISTON—At Eden, June 1, bv
H“v C B Allen, Miss Margy Alice Thomas to
Harvey Kenniston, both of Eden.

And builds up,
Energizes and vitalizes
The whole system.
Be sure to get

DIED.
COLLINS—At

Sullivan, June 4, Mrs Harriet E
Collins, aged 80 years, 6 months.
DUNBAR—At Sullivan, June 5, George II Dunbar, aged 78 years, 10 months.
FERNALD—At Franklin, June2, Mrs Angle I»,
wife of Walter B Fernald, aged 24 years.
GRAY—At Bluehill, June 6, Mrs Almina Grav.
aged 76 years, 1 month, 3 days.
HASKELL—At Deer Isle, June 3, Charles S
Haskell, aged 76 years, 7 months, 10 days.
M’GOWN— At Bar Harbor, May 31, Mrs Gasman
McGown, formerly of Ellsworth.
M’CA RTY At Ellsworth, June 1, Margaret S
McCarty, aged 5 years, 5 months, 11 days.
M’CUE—At Bar Harbor, June 2, Mrs Fanny
May McGue, daughter of Benjamin Eaton, of
Trenton, aged about 24 years.

Only Hood’s.
•Katlroabs anti Steamboat*.

Maine Central Railroad.

—

1898,
Commencing June
TRAINS RUN AS FOLLOWS:
BAR

HARBOR TO BANGOR.
I*.

Ellsworth

Port.

SAILED

Friday, June 3
Kppes, Jordan, Boston, slabs for
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Saturday, June 4
Sch Catherine, Coggins, Kondout, staves and
Srii Lulu W

heads for II M A

li

A

M. A.

M. p.

BAR HARBOR. 10 30
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt. Desert Ferry. 12 40 11 20
Wuukeag, Sul. Fy. 12 50 11 27
Hancock. 12 55 Ml 301
1 07 11 38
Franklin Road.
1 2«» Ml 46;
Washington Co. Jo....
1 32 11 52!
KI, I,S W <> RT11.
1 42 Ml 57
Kllswo.th Falls.
Nicolln. fl 57 M2 10;
2 12 tl2 19
Green T.ake.
Lake House. f2 25 M2 27j
Kg cry’s Mill. f2 30
2 35 M2 33
Holden.
3 10 12 52
Brewer Junction.
3 20
1 00 j
Bangor, Kx.St.
BANGOR, M. C. 3 25 1 03!

MARINE LIST.

Hall
RRI VKD

M. 1*.

M.

*3 15
3 50
4 201

7 50

4 50
4 57
5 00'
5 12

8 25
*8 32

f5 20
5 27
5 32.
f5 45'
|5 55
f6 03i
fG 06'
6 10

8 5*

6

28
Monday, June <5
6 35! 9 57
Seh Hussa, Farrell, Rockland, merchandise
6 4<» lo 00
Sch Rienzi, Closson, Bar Harbor
A. M.
Sell Forester, Havey, Rockland
5 45i 1 40
Portland.
Hancock County Ports.
9 251 5 57,
Boston.
West Sellivan— A June 2, sciis Lucy Bell,
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Martin, from P.0-1011; Mildred Pope, Miteladl;
P. M. A. M. A. M. A. M.
Molly Rhoads, Boston
7 00
8 0C
9 00
Boston.
Ar June 4, sch Alice J
Crabtree, Crabtree,
P. »I.
Fall River
11 20 1 15
11 00
Sid June 1. sch Victor, Dyer, with stone from I Portland.
A. M.
p. M.
F Bradbury for Boston
6 O'•
3 50 6 40
7 45
Sid June 2. sells Mildred Pope, Mitchell, with BANGOR.
Bangor, Kx.St. 6 05 7 55 3 55 6 45
stone from Hooper, Havey < o for Boston; Ann
4 02
6 52
s o5
Brewer Junction.
6 12
C >tu;*rt, Ray with stone from F
Bradbury for ! H.ddcn. t0 32 8 58 t4 22 f7 12
Boston
Mill.!
Kgcry’s
Domestic Ports.
: Lake House. *6 3>
'9 oS »4 2rj t7 18
Banuur— sy June 4, -chs Kit Carson and Greer. Lake. to 48
9 23
M 3.6 f7 27
oi k
Otronto, New
16 58 f9 35 *4 44: |7 36
Nicolln
lionriiHAt I! \Kitou-sid June .r>, sells Vic4 55
9 55
7 49
KID worth Falls.
7 12
7 IS 10 10 5 00 7 54
tory, Franklin for Bo-ton; Eastern C>uceu and
KI.lDWORTi;.
Ann C Stuart, Boston
+7 23 M0 is to 05 |7 59
Washington Co. Jo
Ar June 3, sell Helen
7 31 10 30 5 12 8 07
Franklin Road.
Barnes, Portland
I*at11—dd June 3, sch Helen G Moseley, Holt,
7 !" 1>» 15 M> 20 +S 15
Hancock.
5 23 18 15
Philadelphia
7 43 11 on
Waukeag, Sul. Fy.
But nsw u k, Ga—Ar June 1, sell
Pepo Ra- Mt. Desert Ferry. 7 5u 11 lo 5 30 8 25
mirez, Jordan, New York; lirig Havilaii, Rich
sin.1
Sullivan.
ardson, Sapclo
8 40
Sorrento
Mohii.k—Ar June 1, seh -John Paul, Foss,
BAR HARBOR. 9 15 12 35 6 20, 9 15
Pensacola
New Bedford—Ar May 31, seh C li
Wood,
Sullivan
‘Daily.
Norfolk—Ar June 4, seh Hugh Kelley, HastStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
New
York
kell,
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
New York —Ar June 4, .-chs Joiin
Douglass, trains on Main Line to and from Portland, BoaWebster, Providence, Rabb mi, Lord, Bangor
ton and St. John.
Ar June 2, sell Leonora, Bcliatty, Stoningtou
Tickets for All Points South and West
Ar June 3, sch Fiheman, Green’*
Lauding
; on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket
office,
Ar June 2, -chs Willie L Newton and Etna,
from Bangor; Stephen Bennett, Somes Sound
Ellsworth.
Sid June 5, sciis Mary Augusta, Boston;
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
Kate Walker for Sargentvfile
before entering the train, and especially EllsAr June <5, sch Georgicttu, Perth Amboy for
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Boston
GEO F. EVANS,
Philadelphia—Ar June 4, hark Grace LynVice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
wood, Gilley, from Bangor
F E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
Ar June
sch
W

J

|

..

...

I

Antigua

1,

Harry

Haynes, Goodwin,

Portland—Chi June 3, sell Gen Banks, Randell, Boston
Ar June 2, sells II Curtis, Haskell, Boston;
Alida, Boston
Perth Amiioy—Sid June 4, sch Georgietta,

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

Peterson, Bangor

Portsmouth— Ar June 2, sch* New Boxer,
Buck’s Harbor for Bouton; Little Lizzie, Alt
Desert for Boston
Satilla River—Ar May 30, sch Charles A
Gil berg, Smith, New York
Vineyard Haven—Ar June 1, sehs A V S
Woodruff, Bonaire for Bangor; -Susan N Pickering, Haskell, Savannah fur Boston
Boston—Sid Juueti, sch Lizzie Lee

SPRING

SCHEDULE.

Regular Fares.

Foreign Ports.
Buenos Ayres—Ar prev to June 1, bark
Auburndale, Dow, New York
Ar prev to -June 6, sch Nimbus, Bryant, Boston

San Bi.as Coast—Sid about
May
Jennie F Willey, Bulger, New York

14,

sch

Boston, June 1 —Bark Allanwllde has been
compelled to cancel her charter to Buenos
Ayres as a majority of owners refuse to put her
under the British ilag; war risk would be too
high fur profit otherwise.

Steamer "Mt. Desert”, Capt. F. L. Wlnterbotham, leaves Bar Harbor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 1 00 p m, via Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and
Stoningtou (Green’s Landing), for Rockland,
connecting with steamer "City of Bangor” for
Boston.

aoucrtisnncnts.

RETURNING.
From

The Monumental Bronze

days

MONUMENTS

at

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

5 p

m.

From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at (about) 5 p in.

MANIFACTUREKS OF

WHITE

Ministerial Association.
The Bucksport district ministerial association, western division, will hold its
next session at Prospect Harbor, June

E. S. J.

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

BKONZE
and STATUARY.

21-23.
There will be preaching and social services each day.
The topics for discussion
cover a wide range.
Half rates on Bangor and Bar Harbor

CONGREGATIONAL.

L. Yale, pastor.
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday morning service at 10.30. Special
Children’s Day service by Sunday school.
Address by the pastor. Evening service

steamboats.

SUmcrtisnncnts.

at 7 o’clock.
-OK-TOVVN SERVICES.

Three Trips Per Week.
Dn and after May \ otic ofth.' -r ..aersoC
•■> Sur-t .v
I thl.- line will leave Ellsworth
ry every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
u.::oa. in., Surry at 7, h>r Blueliill, ‘>.-uih BlueI hill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Me, SargentI ville, ♦Little Deer Isle, Ca-tinc, Dark Harbor,
J-lesb(.r,.<t arriving in Rockland in eason to
connect with boats for Boston (Monday and

!

Could*
who now keeps the store so long occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to till every want that can
be supplied by.

Choice

appropriate purchase

An

by
is

Friday).

Confectionery,

Fruit, Nuts and the like.

a

man

who

More than .100 beautiful designs, more enduring than -tone and less expen.-ive. -Send for
lull descriptions to s. K. JOHNSON, 3."» Park
St., Iiangor, Maine, agent for Penobscot and
Hancock counties.

will buy a new Guaranteed
BICYCLE. Wo have other

a

grades at higher prices.

on a

'MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

Bicycle Supplies.
ELLSWORTH
Franklin

TOBACCO and CIGARS.

Sunday school until 10.30. This service is open to the public, and to it all are

RETURNING

Will leave Rockland <>n arrival of boats from
Boston for above landings, arriving In Ellsworth early afternoon.
Through tickets sold on board and baggage
checked through.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
G. \%. BIGGINS,
Agent, Ellsworth.
‘Flag landing.
Passengers will be called for by leaving word
at Stevens A Drummey’s stable.

smokes

BOX of CIGARS

the

invited.

The committee on decorations will be
at the church at 3 o'clock Saturday afternoon to arrange the Mowers.
Members of
the school having Mowers will bring them
to the church at that time.

It should be

Myrtle

and Minnie

Trip]
Recitation,“Our Privilege”.Minnie Tripi
Offering.
Singing.School and Congregation

Rev. David

cordially

This condition may
Lead to serious illness.

Bernice Jameson

Recitation,”A Message of Song”... Bertha Cook

the Weak,” Jluldah Grave*
Recitation,‘‘Helpingare
Recitation,"Which
Royal
You?”.Ralph Grave*
and

at work.

Spanish spy system which was
Kev. C. E. Woodcock will conduct serby ex-Minister Polo, in vices next Sunday at 10.30 a. m. at Doland
since operated by Lieut. lardtown and at 2.30 p. in. at Carter’s
Canada,
Carranza and Senor Du boss, formerly school-house, North Orland.
connected with the Spanish legation at
BAPTIST.
Washington, has about run its course.
Rev. C. S. McLearn, pastor.
The incriminating letter written by
Thursday, 7.30 p. m., prayer meeting,
Carranza, which'was captured by LT. S. followed by monthly business meeting of
secret service detectives, has been sub- Y. P. S. C. E.
mitted to the British government, and
Friday, 7.30 p. in., week-day church
prompt action to expel the spies from prayer meeting.
Canada doubtless will be taken.
Sunday services—10.30, morning serThis, however, may become unnecessary mon. 12 m., Sunday school; (5 p. m., Y.
if the Spanish officials withdraw from P. S. C. E.
prayer meeting; 7.30 p. m.,
Canada at once, as there appears to be no annual Children’s
Day concert. [See prodisposition to prosecute them or to give gramme elsewhere.]
them an enforced expulsion so long as
UNITARIAN.
they are willing to close their operations
Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
and depart.
j Kegular morning worship at 10.30. June
12 will be observed as Children’s Sunday.
The man with money to spend in adver- In this service theSunday school will partising wants to consider the circulation of ticipate. The exercises will be approto the day, and will consist of
!
a newspaper first of
all things.
Good priate
singing by the school and a short address
joods always bring good prices—only poor by the pastor. Seats will be reserved for

feeling
danger. It
Indicates impoverished
And impure blood.

Means

Notes.

CHUKCli NOTES.

O I'T

made

The Ellsworth high school nine played

B. Hobbs and William S. Haskell, of the law firm of Hobbs & Gifford,
of New York, are now in this city in the
interest of the syndicate.
The factory at Brooklin is very busy.
Fish are being taken in large quantities,
and tho factory is being pushed to its full
capacity, under the management of E. K.
Hopkins, who is in charge during Mr.
Stevens’ absence.

CANADA.

be

arrangements
mail west on the

Charles

are

m.;
It is

will

its first game at home with an out-oftown nine Saturday, when it met the

Sardine Syndicate.
S. G. Stevens, of the Brooklin Packing
Co., and Col. H. E. Hamlin returned last
Saturday from New York, after closing
the deal that unites under one general
management practically, the entire sardine canning interest of the United
States.

About 200 hands

m.

train.

established

articles

GROCERIES.
WHITING

V. Gridley, who comDewey’s flagship “Olympia”, in the battle of Manila, died Saturday. Capt. Gridley had been “invalided”

a. m.

that

for

But that tired

BLACK—At Otis, May 20, to Mr and Mr?
George W Black, a son. [Maurice G.J
FLOYD—At Winter Harbor, May 27, to Mr ami
Mrs Fred Floyd, a daughter.
GKINDLE —At Orland, May 31, to Mr and Mrs
Orlando Grindle, a son.
GROSS—At Deer Isle, May 28, to Mr and Mrs
Edmond 11 Gross, a son.
JOY—At Winter Harbor, May 24, to Mr and
Mrs Jordan M Joy, a son.
MANCHESTER—At Northeast Harbor, May
to Mr and Mrs Ansel Manchester, a eon.
PHILLIPS—At Northeast Harbor, May 4, to
Mr and Mrs Fred I Phillips, a sou.
POWER—At Orland, May 27, to Mr and Mrs

The

“Eagle”

This year

soon

The

Charles

SPIES MUST

ALL CO LOUS.

lljil.il

accom-

manded Admiral

We sell the World’s Fair

pected

MANILA HERO DEAD.

A

Capt.

Paper.

Prize-Winning

U.

Saturday.

The “Marietta”

panied the “Oregon” much of the way.
The dynamite cruiser “Buffalo”, formerly the “Nictheroy”, which accompanied
the “Oregon” and “Marietta” a portion
of the way from Brazil, arrived at Hampton Roads Tuesday.

LINES OF

Straw

Carpets,

“BUFFALO” ARRIVE.

gunboat “Marietta”, from San
Jose, California, March 1G, arrived at Key

years)

50

AND

The

West

east at 0 30

1.50 p.

and

a. m.

Your friends may smile

HORN.

n

for west at 11.20

pronounced

every conceivable way but the
simplest. The proper pronunciation is
almost

m., 5 00 and
w'est at 11.52

a.

the

rt L
IIUIII
VtCSb
U.
4 lO
I. L
III.,
5.00 and 7.54 p. ni.; from east at 11.52 a.
Mails close (at post-office)
m., 5.27 p. m.

AMOUNT.

$ 35
75
2
1
24
70
82

for

m., 1.32,5.27 and 8.54 p. in.
Sunday
train arrives at 7.18 a. m., and leaves at
5.27 p.m. The correct time-table may be
found on page 5.
The change in trains of
course affects the mails.
Mails now ar-

$870 00
241 33
*1,111

leave

a.

ROLL.

City schools.
High school.

arrangements, trains arrive from

7.54 p. m.;

$1,411 54
SALART

new

the west at 7.18 and 10.10

177 27
80 S3

Bridge.
TEACHERS’

the

$1,153 44

C5
Timothy Donovan,
•I 1* Eldridge,
00
Heroes at channel of Santiago harbor,
E It Wyman,
25
Santiago, the first news of which came
Kose.oe Holmes,
25
from Spanish sources ami inG B Stuart,
78 75
dicated a Spanish
victory, assumed a
The monitor “Monterey”,
Ernest E Moore,
2 03
vastly different aspect when the facts be- “3/ontereji'' which lias been ordered to
Electric Eight Co,
8 33
came known.
The “Merrimac” was sent
•I II Ecland,
2 00
Manila to reinforce Adoj)'for
in by Admiral Sampson for the purpose
E F Hooper,
6 00
Philippine*, miral Dewey, sailed from
J
John
4 55
of blocking the channel and locking the
Carr,
San Francisco to-day, in
John
20
00
Finn,
Spanish tleet in tlie harbor.
company with the collier “Brutus”.
Walter
School-house,
75
Brown,
The “Merrimac” was selected for the
C E Bowden,
5 00
MORE COAL CAPTURED.
work because she was an iron steamer,
Will la tn A Austin,
0 00
The Spauish hark
“Maria Dolores”,
and her machinery wan out of repair.
Amos Rooks,
3 50
She was 330 feet long, and by sinking her with 2,200 tons of coal, was captured off
J
I*
j
1 00
Eldridge,
in the channel she would effectually block San J uan May 31.
American Book Co,
Text-hook,
14 in
THE “RESTORMEL” RELEASED.
it. Admiral Sampson called for volun- |
41 67
Supt of sch’l-, E E Moore,
W II Moore,
The
British
steamer
116 46
leers to man the steamer and go to what
“ltestormel”, School,
J A Phillips,
16 00
seemed certain death. The men on all captured off Santiago with cargo of coal,
J E Hammett Co,
16 75
The cargo was
the ships responded almost to a man. was released Thursday.
James Moore,
17 00
Eight men were chosen for the hazard- condemned, and will find its way into
•I W Graves,
5 2(1
ous work.
Richmond 1’. Hobson, aged j American, instead of
Spanish coal- Library,
I E Hodgkins,
150
bunkers.
naval
an
assistant
twenty-seven years,
Electric Eight Co,
4 5u
CUBAN
EXPEDITION
SAFELY
LANDED.
command.
The
constructor, was put in
Electric light, Ellsworth Electric IlluAn
of
380
with
men who accompanied him were Daniel
expedition
7,000
men,
113 00
minating Co,
30 62
Montague, aged twenty-nine, of Brook- rifles and a large quantity of ammuni- High school, F S Lord,
was
SI)
65
safely landed at Guantanamo,
Wiggin,
lyn; George Charette, aged thirty-one, of tion,
45 00
Police,
Timothy Donovan,
Lowell, Mass.; J. C. Murphy, coxswain Santiago province, May 25, and joined
Hiram C Lord,
45 0C
the insurgents.
on board “Iowa”; Osborn Deignan, aged
Fire dept,
J P Eldridge,
6 31
ANOTHER MONITOR FOR DEWEY.
twenty-four, coxswain of the “MerriCharles 1) McCarthy,
2 0C
The monitor “Monadnock”, now on the
mac”; George F. Phillips, aged thirty-six,
E E Doyle,
20 75
Pacific coast, has been ordered to prepare
of Boston; John Kelley, aged thirty-five,
G
Almon
25 0C
Jcllison,
Flual orders have not been
of Scotland; Randolph Clausen, coxswain for sea.
SD Wiggin,
3 25
given, but it is understood she will be
on “New York”.
Total,
$076 66
It was 3 o’clock Friday morning when sent to Hawaii to reinforce the “BenningUNLICENSED DOGS.
the “Merrimac”, with her heroic crew, ton” and “Mohican” if future developThe city clerk was directed to furnish
started for harbor to run the gauntlet of ments make it advisable, or else will go to
the city marshal with the names of owners
batteries and mines. A few of the war- Manila to join Dewey’s fleet.
The “Monadnock” is a modern monitor, of dogs as returned by the assessors, who
ships accompanied her some distance
have not procured licenses for the same,
not as formidable as the “Monterey”, but
and the city marshal is directed to comequal to auy two vessels of Dewey’s
2ttrijcrtiscmntte.
mence action against the owners or keeppresent fleet.
ers of such unlicensed dogs.
8-C-H-L-E-Y—“SLY”.
It was midnight when the meeting
The name of Commodore Schley, of the
has been
in adiourued.
flying

(business established

Miss Elizabeth

are

OF

Highways.

FUND.

FRIDAY, JUNE 2.
The sinking of the American collier “Merrimac” in the

Wall

The officers

evening.

TRACKED—AFTER OWNERS OF UN-

Manila:

at

American

hit

Yankee

PETITIONS

LICENSED

navy department to-

The

some

“Iowa”,

done.

until she
the chan-

to

distance inside the
harbor. She replied to the American fire.
It Is believed she was hit once by a shell
from the

her

Bombarded forts at Santiago 7.30 to 10 a. m.
day, June 6. Have silenced works quickly,
without Injury of any kind, though within 2,<X)0

par-

tially destroyed. The “Christobal Colon”,
flagship of the Spanish fleet, was anchored
in the channel, and in sight of the American

but

True, president; Mrs. F. A. Coombs, vicenel, when her anchor was let go. The
president; Mrs. W. If. Titus, secretary.
ACCOUNTS.
steamer swung broadside to in the chanA systematic study of literature will be
nel. Then the eight men set the time
taken up from the early Egyptians and
The
city fathers held another lengthy Greeks down to the
fuse to the torpedo in the hold, entered
present day writers.
session Monday evening, but little busia boat and pulled
The course contemplated will occupy two
away from the steamer.
ness out of the ordinary
dull routine
had
but
a
short
distance
when
fall
and
winter
They
gone
terms. The first meeting
was
The full board
was
developed.
the explosion took | 'ace, and the steamer
will be held the first Tuesday Jn Novempresent.
sank almost Immediately.
ber. In the meantime the president will
Petitions of Byron Getchell and others,
It would have been impossible for the
receive names of those who want to be
and H. B. Phillips and others for new
men to have passed between the batteries
enrolled.
in the small boat, so they calmly rowed streets, which were presented at the last
C. R. Foster’s new launch “Paulene'’,
and referred to full board, were
meeting
to the Spanish
Hag-ship, “Christobal
so named in honor of the owner’s daughside-tracked.
The former was laid on the
Colon,” and surrendered as prisoners of
wfas put in the water
Monday, and
and the latter the petitioners were ter,
war.
Admiral Cervera, with the cHndor table,
fulfils all the expectations of the owner
leave to withdraw.
given
of a brave man, acknowledged their herand builder. She is tlie handsomest small
Charles S. Lord was appointed a suroism, and as recognition of it at once
craft afloat on Union river to-day. She is
of lumber, wood and bark.
sent a truce boat to Sampsoif offering to veyor
feet long, 4 feet 8 inches wide and
of
Senator Hale hose company IS1/-*
Requests
exchange t he prisoners for Spanish prisdraws 20 inches of water.
The power is
and Eagle hook and ladder company were
oners now held
by the United States.
referred to committee on tire department. furnished by a one and one-half horseArrangements for the exchange are being
The
The Senators ask the city to pay them power engine, with electric ignitor.
made.
launch was built by Mr. Foster on planH
for their hose cart, which was bought by
MONDAY, JUNE 6.
drawn by Capt. A. K. Woodward, who
them for racing, and afterward turned
Admiral Sampson’s Heet
the job.
The lines are
over to the city
for tire service. The superintended
bombarded
the
fortiHcaSantiago
and the launch sets well in the
ask for furniture for their room in graceful,
Forts
tions and batteries near the Eagles
water.
Owner and designer were dethe engine house.
liombarded. mouth of Santiago harbor
lighted with her trial trip, and are justly
ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.
this morning.
The navy
proud of her.
Rolls
of
accounts
were
passed as
department makes public the following
The change in time-table as announced
follows:
brief official despatch of the bombardlast week, went into effect Sunday.
By
STREET COMMISSIONERS’ ROLL.
ment :

Commodore
Schley’s squadron, shelled
the fortifications at the entrance of SanThe other
tiago harbor this morning.
vessels of the fleet were not engaged.
Commodore Schley’s official report, or
such part of it made public by ttie navy
department, says the fortifications were
attacked merely for the purpose of ascertaining their strength and the location of
masked batteries. The report also says
that the Spanish fleet, hidden in the harbor, fired over the hills at random.
An apparently authentic news report of
the

wounded,

was
not
checked
progress
reached the narrowest part of

TUESDAY, MAY 31.
The battleships “MassaBombardment cbusetfcs” and
“Iowa”
leans”

slightly

were

study of universal literature. The organization was perfected at a meeting at the
home of Mrs. J. F. Knowlton
Saturday

THE CITY FATHERS.

xlftbcrtisnnrnta.

The only place to (jet bargains is at tht
that advertises for your trade.

store

(Continued from page 1.)

the

of Santiago
Fortifications.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

ALDERMEN MEET.

the steamer.

liens!

St.,

Repairing

of all sorts.

BICYCLE CO.,
Kilswobtf.

Hens!

Hens!

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

j

HENRY
PETERS

BLOCK,

GOULD.
ELLSWORTH.

Eggs for hatching from the best stock
imported into the State.
C. L. MORANG.

ever

of

post-offices

the 116

Hancock county;

in

all the other papers in the county
bined do not reach

so

only paper printed
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can propis

ican

not

rest

COUNTY paper; all the
merely local papers. The circula-

are

Northeast

a

15,

a

June 6.

Richardson, of Southwest Harbor,
on business last week.

Eben

who has been away at sea
past winter, came home Saturday.
J. H. Soulis is building a swimming

./The American, barring the Bar
summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed pool
in Hancock

county.

County Xetcs

Jacob S. Mayo still continues very
and very little hopes are entertained
of her recovery. She has been a helpless
Mrs.

some

years.

Augusta hospital for two years, returned
recently, completely restored to health
mentally and physically, greatly rejoic-

ing the hearts of his friends.
Henry Tracy has completed the stone
wall around the library grounds, left unfinished last fall.

credit

ground

builder.

the

upon

if

Now

the

shrubs

added,

will be

greatly enhanced.

the

beauty

of

library

tlie

Mrs. Nettie Boardman, of Bangor, with
children, is visiting Mrs. O. W.
Cousins for a few days, and later on will
spend a few weeks with her aunt, Mrs.
Her husHolden, at the Dirigo hotel.
band, Rev. J. R. Boardman, joined her on
Saturday for a brief visit, after which he
will return to Hallowell where he has
her two

been

called
v. in

ihiimy

to

and

preach

where

his

Mr. Coster and family

open his restaurant at
side about June 15.

stable.

Anderson, dentist, of Southwest
Harbor, has leased a suite of rooms in the

at Sorrento this

Southwest Harbor

left for

has been

seems

Rockland

accepted

week,

last

and

service as bugler in
position which his ex-

band, a
cellent musical ability will help him to
creditably till. This is the seventh volunnaval

vicinity,

teer from this

Freeman block

for

the

season,

as

opening

and other sections

of the town have furnished some. The
list as I have heard it stands as follows:
Bennie Allen, Roy Savage, George Mar-

sha'], Guy Parker, Thomas Stanley and
Fred Mayo for the navy, and Henry
Teague, one of the Harvard college volunteers. for the army.

signal station

month

the

which will be

a

to

here in

grand style.

There

celebrate the

Fourth

nation

fittingly

was

the schools and

charge
interesting

under
a

observed here

Friday

churches.

in

after-

the memorial exercises

noon

of

heroes of

of Miss

at the school,
Nellie Carroll, were

most

character.

Recita-

tions. songs, essays and brief speeches
made up an excellent programme.
At tbe Union church the Rev.
Vinal gave

fine memorial

a

H. Y.
his-

torical, instructive and patriotic, repeating the discourse at Manset in the afternoon.
At the Methodist church in the

evening,

union

a

memorial

service

was

held, conducted by tbe pastor, R. L. Grindle, of Somesville, gave a stirring address,
followed by a shorter but no less earnest
and patriotic speech by Rev. G. H.
Hefiion.
The large
audience joined

heartily

singing

in

“America”

at

the

WILLING

WORKERS ENTERTAIN.

birthday party given by tlie Willing Workers last Monday evening was a
The society
success in every particular.
always entertains royally, but this last

previous efforts.
elaborately decorated with
red, white and blue bunting and with
flowers and potted plants.
In the centre
far exceeded all
The hall

was

of the

room

each

month

one

for

the year, and presided
twelve young ladies whose white

by

over

tables,

twelve

were

of

aprons and dainty caps transformed them
from hostesses to charming waitresses.

ice-cream

After

the

served,

and

tables

were

cake had been
Removed and a

j

literary programme was preMiss Gould gave t hree piano solos
pleasing manner. Ambrose and

in

a

Mattocks each sang solos.
Miss
Ambrose Mattocks sang a

Henry

Thomas and

The reading by Mrs. Lula Crabtree
j
was encored after ;

duet.

excellent, and she

was

each selection.

evening was spent
greetings and games. Everybody went home saying in his heart: **The
Willing Workers always have the best
The remainder of the

entertainments,
June 6.

I’ll go every time.”

and

A.

Itrooksville.

West

John Tapley,

student at Charleston,

a

Walter,
London, Conn., are at home.
Capt. Alex. Snow, after a week's visit
Brooks Grindle and

among friends

of New

son

here, returned to Connec-

ticut Friday.

Tuesday evening Rev. W. T. Johnson,
of Mattawamkeag, a former pastor of the
Methodist church here, delivered a memorial lecture at the Manset church. It
a
was
loyal and eloquent discourse,
warmly appreciated by a large number of
people, who were glad to listen once more
to the familiar tones of the speaker.
The details appointed to decorate the

Maurioe
Gray and wife, of South
Brooksville, spent Sunday with Capt. and
Mrs. G. H. Tapley.
Steamer “Castine” made a special trip
Wednesday from here to Bucksport, taking Capt. Jere Jones and family there to
attend the wedding of their son and
brother, James H. Jones to MiB8 Effie M.
Ginn, of Bucksport.
At the annual parish meeting Tuesday,
May 21, at the Congregational church, It
was unanimously voted to extend a call

few

graves were accompanied by a
and children, but the wet

women

weather prevented the march of the
schools, usually a pleasing feature of the
day. Owing to the heavy fog prevailing,

William Keene’s steam launch failed to

trip

make the

to

Bar

Harbor,

so

many

otherwise have attended the
memorial services of the James M. Parker
who would

post,
June 6.

at home.

kept

were

Spbav

Elmer E. Killings has returned from

trip

to

a

Bangor.

Hattie Powers, of Deer Isle, has
been visituig friends here.
Mrs.

As

a summer

surpassed,

resort this

and is

to Rev.

J. S. Richards to remain here durcoming year. The same com-

the

ing

mittee
been

was

one

partments

of

chosen.

The

past year has
great prosperity in all de-

of church work.

June 6.

H.

Went Sullivan.

South Brook*»vill#*.
business

place cannot be
gaining in popularity.

Grace Cousins has returned to Bluehill
to resume her duties bh clerk in J. L.
Chatto’s store.

Hooper, Havey & Co. discharged all
paving cutters last week.
The flag for the school has arrived.
There will soon be a flag-raising, with appropriate exercises.
their

Charlie

Sargent caught a salmon MeDay at Donald’s pond. The fish
measured twenty-one inches, and weighed

morial
four

and\>ne-quarter pounds.

Road Commissioner Herman Joy has
had
a force of men and teams on
Littlefield, who has been visit- the quite
roads during the past week. Some
ing relatives in Bucksport, returned
good work has been done in grading and
home Sunday.
repairs. It is evident that Mr. Joy thorSchooner “Lillian”, Capt. Grindell, is
oughly understands his business.
1- ’la G.

loading
curb

J. S. Condon’s
fur Bosiou.

at

stone

Sailed

Pete-

wharf

with

2, schooner “Robert
Capt. Perkins, loaded with pavJune

ing by Chatto & Condon.
Rodney Witherspoon and wife, who
have been visiting relatives and friends
here,

have

returned

to

their

home

in

Rockport.
The friends of Capt. A. L. Condon are
pleased to know’ that he has so far regained
his health as to be able to take command
of his v
1, the “Mildred May”.
June 4.
C.

Sbbrrtisnnmts.

Much in
Is
so

Little

especially

cine

ever

small

true of Hood's Pills, for no medicontained so great curative power in
space. They are a whole medicine

Mrs.

Hood’s

always ready, alalways satisfactory; prevent a cold
or lever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
lav* with
Sarsaparilla.
ways efficient,

Harriet

Collins

died

Saturday

evening, after a brief illness. She was
about eighty years old, and was a native
of this place.
She was married three
times. Since the death of her last husband she has made her home with her
only brother, George Gordon.
June 6.
G.
West

Mr.

now

a

Conant,

of

Rockland,

at his old home in Sullivan.

Rodney Lunt,

is

visiting

her

son.

Miss Eunice L. Reed and her sister returned from Boston last week,
where
they have been spending the winter.
Edward A. Lunt and Basil R. Lunt
have
returned
to
Mass.
Needham,
William A. Clark accompanied them and
will work there carpentering for a while.
Rev. Mr. Pinkerton has gone to Sherto

bring

his

family

here.

On

their

arrival their friends intend giving them
a reception in form of a
pound party.
An invitation is tendered to all.
Junes.
Thelma.
*Senl

J.

Snirn

l

|
;

j
i

|

The cat often seemed to find

RriiUrlmm

mistress's bed

it

Mrs. Reed has arrived here for the
mer

sum-

with her children and her companion,

no

removed.

was

matter how

Finally

; rebuked the cat and
put the kitten in the

Miss Mae Clark.

be

drowned.

The

the

many times

lady sharply

not

was

Hamor is putting a new bathhouse which he will rent
later to Mrs. Samuel Deane, of New York.
June 6.
B.
Millard

1

be drowned.

The poor cat

never

Cove.

W. Ober has been confined to his
bouse for two weeks with a severe cold.
Richmond L. Latty is having an addi*
n pi t on his hoi-sc in tbp
snape of a

heartless

to

as

was

such

told to do so.
uoonie had one remarkable trait.
She
would go to a window when covered with
steam and wipe a place in order to look
uit as she had seen others do. She was allov 1 but one kitten out of each litter,
the rest being drowned. After a few tragedies of tliis kind she began to take the
matter in her own hands. She selected
her own choice and abandoned the remainder of her kittens t<> their fate. Her
selection showed wisdom, because tinkitten thus saved bad the longest hair,
and was best fitted to survive.
'•Winnie”
was a
Belfast cat, which
learned to drive the poultry from the garden, and to watch for any encroachments.

told her that if she
bed again it would
offense

so

that khere

me

re-

This

peated.

destroy. She reasoned
a
thing as human
kindness if appealed for intelligently.
She
“Coonie” was a Belfast Angora.
learned to come in each night at 9 when
the bell rang and on the following morning to jump on the beds and awake each
l>e

■

pleasof pleasing

incident might l>e doubtful
but for the fact of an observer of an identical ease where the lady of the house was
cottage Tuesday.
not over fond of eats and told her one faThere will be an ice-cream sociable in
the school-house Monday evening for the vorite that, if she persisted in bringing
i her kittens into the house, they would all
benefit of the organ fund.
Parsons, of New York, arrived
last Friday. The servants will open the
Herbert

1

of the children

when

his

I

and he
in

expressed

his thanks and

very neat and
June 4.
a

appropriate

pleasure

manner.

Eoo.

L.HIIKM IIP.

Miss Beulah Moore, of Northeast Harbor, is stopping with her sister, Mrs.
John Hodgkins.
Nathan
Boynton, Charles Harding,
Emory Curtis and John Hodgkins, who
have joined a fishing schooner for the
season, made a
ilies laBt week.

short visit to their fam-

Capt. Charles Hodgkins, who has held
position of purser on the steamer
“Norge” during the winter, is with his
family for the summer. The home-coming of our people is pleasing to all.
the

June 6.

H.

Mariaville.

John Pool is in very poor health.
Kev. Mr. Smith held three meetings in
town

Mrs. Alexander Moore is the guest of
John Jordan and wife.
Mrs. Joseph
Cove,

Hull’s

Jordan and children, of
visiting relatives in

are

town.

life.

The

pig began squealing

and

Tabby

was a

the

squeals of the pig she

dary

finally placed
same box with the pig.
ture began developing
and

in a quankitten in the

was

the

Here the

hog

na-

the pig and it
became boisterous and rough at the intrusion until Tab had to remove her offspring. At last she gave up the attempt to
nurse the pig, but not until she had exhausted all of her resources in attempts.
Then she went to her mistress and looked
up as much as to say,‘T have done all I
can and it is no use to try any more.”

According

to

in

George Dyer,

received a prize in a
Catholic cat, so-called, his
This cat calls his master
except Sundays, when the
On

of

Portland,

contest
cat

can

for his
count.

every morning
bell strikes six.

Sundays the master sleeps longer, and
keeps away. This animal has be-

the cat

Catholic after the habit of its

mas-

Positively

cared by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

^

CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

William H. DeLaittre,
who has been very ill for the past two
weeks, is convalescent.

ISold

3*

j

Satin,5
if

by Grocers and 3f
or mailed free
if
for 15 cents;
g:

in All Colors

Druggists,

:g Address, THE MA }73OLE SOAP DEPO T,

{

3f

127 Dunne Street, Mew York.
S;
...?!
rrr. r.V,

^

* Medicine Chest in Itself.

$

X

Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for

X

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS, X
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
X
V
Y.

£
>!

NEURALGIA.
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
BUY ONLY THE

I

TABLETS POSITIVELY CERE

A LL ArrroiM tHsmmrm— Failing Memory, ImpoUmcy, SleepleoaneiM. etc.. cau»*-I
by Abuao or other Fxcoaaea and IndiacrwtionH.
Thru quirkiu and lurrtu
iweiore ljo Vitality in old or young. ana

L.5ta maa torotudy,

^

bimineaa

or

marriage.

Prevent Insanity an<l Consumption it
V-tokun ui tune. Their u»e nhowe immediate
improve,
ment and effect* a CUKE where all other fail
In*u»t upon having the genuine Ajax Tablets.
They
have cured thoueanda and will cure you. Wo give a positive written guarantee to effect a cure CA ATP
ia
each cane or refund the money. Price Wl V I Vi per
package; or six pkges (full treatment) for 12.50. By
mail, in plain wrapper, upon receipt of price, (ircular

AJAX REMEDY CO., TlXfio’
For sale In Ellsworth,
George a. Farther,

Me., by
Druggist.

a

Who Hav® Used

ILMUILO
flniPQ

Recommeni

as

Them
the BEST

i

DR. KING'*
Star Crown Brand

(

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate relief,
danger,

no
no p..in.
U«*d for year* by leading *pena!i»ti.
monials. Atrial willconv
e y< :: otthvir intrinsic value
o
«uppr,.,ion. S« ,1 i.
ai,J
hook. AH Druggists or by mail
b»x.

r*“,L“

KING MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

f*lerail4*11 *c*

Adapted to any business
or profession, ruled, with

J

Contract and
Ol'flDI'

throughout. Requires the least
possible writing to enter data
and refer quickly to any
***-*

name and save time and
5,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
WALTER W. GEORGE, Publisher,
150 Nassau St., New York.

!

*

i

money.

PATEN TSL
Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Patent business conduced for Mdricrate Foes.
Our office Is opposite U. 8. Ptnhnt Office. We
have no sub-agencies, all business direct, hence
can transaetpatent business in less time and at
LESS COST than those remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descriptlon. We advise, if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “How to obtain Patents,” with references to actual clients in
your state, county, or
town, sent free. Address

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

Opposite Patent

Office, Washington, D.C.

BtiUSWORTH

Package

supplies soap for Toilet, Lath, and Nursery,
making Ivorine the only kind that furnishes the
entire family w ith nil the soap required.
You
the Ivorine; we give you the Toilet Soap.
The

»

_xxxyxxxi

snow.

A Cake of Toilet Soap in [every

fe

GENUINE.®
PERRY DAVIS’

a magic cleanser, and the up-to-date
Laundress says : “I can’t do my washing
without it.” A tablespoor.ful of Ivorine
to a pail of water makes clothes as clean as

the driven

MADE. ME A MAN

1 Pain-Killer .1

WASHING POWDER

of

Alex. Barron and grandchildren Julia
md Adelia, of Ellsworth, spent Saturday
md Sunday with Mr. Barron’s daughter,
Mrs. Harnor.
June 6.
R.

^

forjf;

^linen,

X

y

Is

Clarence Emery and wife, of Bar Harbor, visited R. R. Emery and wife Sunson

£

Waists,3:

SICK HEADACHE

jiVORINEI.
|
f

Salisbury Cove.

day.
William,

*§

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye
3 Soiled or Faded Shirt
3 Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Underetc., whether Silk,
Cotton or Wool.

AJAX

Hall Ouarry,

Mrs. Lewis Harriman and Mrs. Nellie
Carter were called to Sedgwick by the illness
of their youngest sister, Fannie
Carter.
June 4.
H.

3

color.

Boston cat, which raised
of chickens. It was
see her try to assist

at-

tracted Tab’s attention. Tab also had a
kitten and she went from one to the other
as the necessities
seemed to
demand.
When she got into the box with the pig
she did her best to quiet it, and to get it
to accept her as its mother. Then the
kitten would cry and she hastened back to
it. Between the cries of the kitten and

come a

a

.Tany

j

Maxfield, of Bangor, was in town a ter, and does not eat meat on Fridays, no
days on a fishing trip. He was the doubt because it cannot get meat at home
gue ;t of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jordan.
on that day, and has to put up with fish.
June 6.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Curtis have

I

^

tnd weaned a brood
threat amusement to

repeated

Mr.

daughter—Hattie May.

M9

AT ONE OPERATION

welcome.”

few

C. J. Ferguson has gone to Belfast.
Seth Babbidge visited relatives in Rockland last week.

WASHES

i

the

who

Sunday.

.maypole!
I| SOAP-1
DYES|

She would lx* “set on” l<> the hens exactly
as is a dog, and sjiend most of the day up
tree on the watch.
“Spinkum” was an Islesboro cat that
;*ould turn the knob of a door and gain
.-nt ranee like any memU-r of the family
ind in short order.
She asked for her
meals by begging llrst with her forepaws,
tnd then rolling over three times.
In tinmorning she awakened her mistress by
lapping her lightly ith her paws. If one
-food up and held something in the hand
;>ver the floor she would climb up the body
tnd walk along the arm, take the object,
walk out on the other arm, and place the
abject in the other hand When the person said, “thank you, kitty.” she would
[told up her paw to indicate ttint, “you are

offense.
them over rough places, by taking them
There is a similar incident of a Stock- in her mouth. In trying to keep them
[•lean, she licked the feathers the wrong
ton eat, “June," which hid its kittens unway until the chicks had a decidedly rufder an unfinished floor to protect them
fled appearance.
Her efforts continued
South I»♦*♦*!• hie.
for some six months, when the chicks
from the grandmother cat. The kittens
The road commissioner has visited us died from some unknown cause and there I emancipated themselves by ignominious
j
Jesertlon.
this week with the road machine and a
One evening
| ensued much annoyance.
j
big team, and the immediate conse- the family were sitting around the table
3bUrtlisrmrnt«.
quences are that the mud is nearly ankle- discussing the affair when the lady of the
deep since the rains of Thursday and Fri- house remarked that she would give flO if
day.
the kittens were out from under the door.
The Sunday school board held an in- Juue was listening on account of the fact
formal meeting Wednesday afternoon at that her name had been frequently used.
Mrs. Mary Robbins’ after the W. C. T. U. At this remark she got up, yawned, went
meeting adjourned, to plan for the to the chamber door and demanded adchildren’s
Committees mittance. When she had been let through
day concert.
were appointed.
It is expected to have she ascended the stairs and brought down
the concert June 12.
A pleasing feature the dead kittens one by one, except one.
of the afternoou was the presentation of She was told to get the remaining one,
which she immediately did.
a handsome traveling case to Rev. Mr.
A Stockton cat caused much amusement
Mrs.
Garland, it being his birthday.
E. T. Sylvester presented it on behalf of
by attempting to nurse a pig which had
Mr. Garland’s friends and parishioners, been brought into the house to save its
in

room

DYEIHG11

HOME

berth.

cat brought a squirrel to her
She
kittens which quarreled over it.
boxed the ears of both her offspring and
bit the squirrel in two, giving to each a
half. Then she retired and watched the
kittens as much as to say, “now see if you
can get along without quarreling.”
J A Poor Mills cat has been the mother of
|
forty-eight kittens during seven years, the
only record of the possibilities of imputation in cats. The only other remarkable
trait of this cat seems to be that it also
I
can count.
Each Saturday night the
father of the family brought it some meat,
until the animal came to watch for the
:
father on that night only.
A Bueksport lady, who drowned all of
the offspring of her cat, was surprised at
the remarkable sagacity of the animal at
one time.
She gave birth to three kittens
which were drowned. After the kittens
were destroyed she gave birth to another,
which she seemed to think no one would

] ure in listening to some air
volunteered, but was rejected on account
j cadence, for example, the waltz from
of slight physical
disability. Barney Faust, providing it was sung with a high,
j
Simpson and Willis Sperry also offered
pare voice. During the music it assumed
their services, but were too late, the quota
Like most of its kind,
a sentimental air.
being tilled before their application was it was
susceptible to flattery. The prince
j
received.
came to the conclusion that cats are less
June 6.
SrH.
intelligent than dogs, but his opinion
Hull’s rove
does not coincide with the data relative
Mrs. Cora Jordan and her two children to both. The intelligence of cats is very
are visiting friends in Waltham.
highly developed and fully proved.
While it is vulgar to say that the Maine
Bert Lumbert, of Holden, is in town;
cat “takes the cake” it can be observed
he will be employed by Mrs. Reed.
that the Maine cat
Mrs. YanDoren's servants arrived here with jierfect propriety
never refuses a mouse, as the following inThursday night, and have opened the
eidents of Maine eats will argue:
cottage.
“Daisy” was a Belfast cat v\ hich got into
Abiathair Richardson, of Somesville,
the habit of
placing her kitten in her
has rented the blacksmith shop owned by
Orient Brewer.

'

■

A"Belfast

real

S.

Mrs. Zulma S. Clark, with her grandson,

Worrpn

I

Tretnont.

Miss Rena M. Lunt has returned from
Boston.

man

chest,

Sorrento, to

Simplon

same

trained. At the age of fourteen months,
the animal could recognize its reflection
in a mirror and was susceptible to music.
When it was very small, it amused the
prince by seeking “the cat behind the
glass”, even when showed a very small
mirror.
When it first saw its reflected image it
immediately assumed a very serious air.
It endeavored to touch the glass with its
paw, but finding that a solid substance interposed, peeped behind the mirror. If
the mirror were drawn backward it pursued until, being quicker than the prince
in its movements, it discovered that there
was no cat in the rear, and after that did
not concern itself further about the reflection.
The animal knew’ perfectly well the
meaning of the bells in the prison. Its
vocabulary was limited, but it knew the
meaning of many words. Thus, in the
evening, it performed all sorts of gambols,
and making certain sounds endeavoring
to cause the prince to play hide and seek,
and insisted that each party should hide
in turn. If, in reply to its invitations, the
prince said to it, “What do you want, food
and drink?” it was displeased and went
with a sulky air behind the stove. If he
said, “the string?” it immediately, by two
sounds, replied in the affirmative.

|

arrived home last week.

close.

soldiers’

Emery building,

connection with his

has sold his interof E. R. Conners & Co., at

and is

The

in social

sermon,

the
in

wheel-

parish house last week. The proceeds,
George H. Dunbar, for many years a
fl2, went to pay for the furnace put in prominent citizen, died Sunday in the
the parish house last fall.
seventy-ninth year of hts age. Funeral
Engineers from Boston were in town services will be held Wednesday afterlast week surveying for the telegraph line noon.
from Baker’s Island signal station. It I
Sullivan’s representatives in the \va
will run from here to Sutton's Island by ! with
Spain are George S. Hanna aod
cable, then from Sutton’s Island by cable Howard Martin, in the navy, Paul Simpto Little Cranberry Isles, crossing the bar son in the First Maine
volunteers, now at
to Baker’s Island.
Chickamauga, Phillips Eaton in MassaJ. A. P.
June 6.
chusetts First heavy artillery, now sta-

musical and

our

in
run

a

est in the firm

Truman H.

ice-cream sociable at the

was an

Conn.

blacksmith shop.

July

of

Southbury,

H. Preble has opened

shop

wright

enemy.
The Northeast Harbor brass band and
the Asticou rifles are making arrangements

two in

or

Charles

sented.

MEMORIAL SERVICES.

The festival of the departed

manager.

on Baker's Island,
riflers for home guards.
Northeast Harbor fears no invasion from

With

open his livery stable
week, with J. W. Cleave*

Mrs. Mary Franklin will return to her
home this summer, but
will spend a

and the Asticou

to be

for

Noyes, jr., are
Lynam block.

H. 1.. Cleaves will

Dr.

Hancock.

doing its
share in furnishing recruits for Uncle
Sam’s navy, notwithstanding talk of lack
of volunteers in Hancock county. Fred

Mayo

will

CAT

AND

OF FOR-

During his confinement in prison, Prince
Krapotkin had only one companion, a cat,
which, while there, he “brought upland

Frank

Saturday.
Harbor-

came

carriages in the

tinnprl uf Wnrt'

ue esianusufu.

sulhi

N.

Smith, of Steuben, is just starting out with Dunbar Bros’, peddlars’cart
Fred and Frank Wakefield, of Steuben
are thoroughly repairing H. L. Cleaves

graded and flowers and

be

can

reflects much

The work

and

company is laying a 4-inch
pipe below frost on Cross street to Dorr

June 15.

Young, who has been in the

Charles

Meynell

James

nursery.

low,

business is nol

up to the standard of last year.

vis-

ONE

—

TY-EIGHT KITTENS.

painting

other pages.

see

Harbor.

invalid for

summer

summer

MOTHER

FRIENDS—A

ar

itors.

He

SouiliivcMt

for

cove

CATS

RAISED CHICKENS—RAT

The outlook for

The water

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

at Indian Head

PRISON.

MAINE

REMARKABLE

N.

Mrs. Sophia Temple, of Boston, has
rived in town for the summer.

Fred Buck 1 in,

Un bar Re.ord's

ION IN

Sullivan.

in town

was

COMPAN-

PRINCE KRAPOTKIN’S

Zlibrrtisnnrnts.

At boxing
It has also learned to box.
time it stands against the wail on its hind
legs and when time is called makes a
scratch at the master’s left ear.
The schooner “Paragon”, of Searsport,
When finally the cat
had a tame rat.
Posy was adopted on board there were
fears that she would eat up the rat. The
cat's intelligence was well developed, and
it evidently saw that the rat was a pet not
to be molested, for it never disturbed its
natural victim. On the contrary the cat
ami rat became friends, and played together, and for fifteen nights slept in the

CAT TALES.

Anna L. Hodgdon.of Somerville, Mass,
bookkeeper at Locke’s, Bar Harbor, wr?
Harbor.
calling on friends here Saturday. Misi
duties commence June 6.
open June Hodgdon’s

baker from Boston.

a

J. W. Ober is doing the

ell.

work.

other page*.

day now via Bar
The bakery is preparing to
with

tine-looking

the

te-

a

see

Harbor.

mails
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in

the
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com-
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many.
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J. I!. Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn., Makers .1 Williams’ Famous Sharing
Soaps.

LAUNDRY
BATH BOOMS.

PAY-, NO

YVASHiEK."

All kinds of laundry worK done at* short notice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTKY A CO.,
t'est End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.
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PUBLIC LIBRARIES.

feet.

COSY QUARTERS OF READERS
IN TWO SEASIDE TOWNS.

HAVE

HARBOR

I
l;

OF

BOAST

AND

HARBOR

SOUTHWEST

—

TO

It in characteristic of the summer life at
the resort# oil Mount Desert that the

|

public library

forms

element in the functions
may also be as true of
ities as it is of Mount

important
of society. It j

most

a

some

other

Desert, but

localwe

are

is shown

in

are

room

kept

aspera ad astra”—'Through trials to glory
—while below is the following verse:

The
little

“With

lic

loaded

as

project

into

the

and form mantel shelves above

the

fireplace.

so

which

photograph from
illustration is made, was

Since

this

the

libraries at Old Orchard, Kineo, the taken, two bas-reliefs in plaster have
Kangeley and other places. But we been placed upon the wall, one on either
think it is speaking within the bounds of side of the chimney piece, and between
the facta when it is said that the public that and the doors to the other rooms.
libraries at the various resorts on Mount These are copies of the panels designed by
Desert
isle, founded and maintained Luca Della Hobbia in the fourteenth cenlargely through the interest and cultured tury, being those of a series of ten depublic spirit of the summer residents, are signed for the cathedral in Florence
where the originals now are.
features peculiar to the society of those
They repplaces. There are libraries at Asticou, at resent dancing boys dressed in the
be

\

duced to show its artistic beauty, significance

artistically arranged,

stones

plate above

the

“Per

illustration, while two

the

Hat

Upon

his

and choicest periodical pub-

boulders

common

somewhat

positive of this. There is a library
building at Poland Spring, and there may
not

Two large tables

fittingly placed.

street, 22x40

time we visited the library were a choice
lot of books upon local natural history,
while upon another were the freshest
books of tiction and general literature.
The chimney piece is constructed of

Bangor Commercial.]

;

|

the

Along the walls are wide, sloping shelves, at an incline much like that
of a standing desk, resting upon brackets
and having a ledge to prevent books from
slipping off. Upon one of these at the

THEIR LIBRARIES.
[From the

from

lications.

OF

DESCRIPTION

enters

one

with the latest

NORTHEAST

SOMETHING

of the main reading-room

view

a

which

is

name

the

Latin

motto:

Among
dall Adams, Charles W. Eliot, William
Croswell Doane, George P. Fisher, Daniel
C.

Lawrence Godkin,

Gilman, Edward
P.

Wm.

P.

Longfellow,

Low and

Seth

William W. Vaughn.

Looking
the

library

at the

picture

this

upon

page

right is the hook-room or
proper; while the room at

at the

room

room

left is a writing-room and room for
all works of reference. These are each
18x20 feet; and are connected with each
other and also with the reading-room.
Beautiful rugs are upon the floor and
the

handsome

give

portieres

artistic,.effect

to the

rich

a

AT

and

rooms.

The reading-room is in regular receipt
of the best English and American periodicals, and among them we noticed the

SOUTHWEST.

accompanying illustration of the
gem of a building in which the pub-

library

southern leader’s visit
state

vividly

are

Bradbury,
week of

to the

series

of

You

The reader of this

fleet of United States vessels, from
greatest.
While conserving its general literary
interests, McClure s Magazine for June
makes good its title of a “war number”;
and is really an unparalleled achievement
the least to the

in making a monthly periodical fully
representative of the great interests of the
hour, without any sacrifice of literary and
artistic quality. The editors explain that
to accomplish this, they had practically
to make the number over a second time,
casting aside part of it after it had gone

The last finished literary work of WilE. Gladstone was his eloquent and
tender tribute to the memory of Arthur

Henry Hallam,

the friend

of

his school-

days, and thereafter until his untimely
death. The article was the last of five
which Mr. Gladstone had at different
times written expressly for the Youth’s
Companion, and appeared recently. The
final revision of the article, in the vener-

j

able statesman’s

own handwriting, was
November, 1897. Such a
tribute from a man of eighty-eight,
whose statesmanship has made a profound and enduring impression upon the
civil history of the world, to a youth of
twenty-two who had been sixty-four
years in his grave, is probably unexampled in literature.
President McKinley is to be given the
unique distinction of having a number
of a woman’s magazine named for him
and prepared in his honor.
The July

concluded

in

Ladies’ Home Journal is to
be called “The President’s Number”.
It
will show' the President on horseback on
the
cover, with the President’s new
“fighting flag” flying over him; a new
march by Victor Herbert is called “The
President’s March”; the state department has allowed the magazine to make a

:

as

far

the reader’s
he

as

party is concerned,

LIBRARY AND READING ROOM, NORTH EAST HARBOR.— VIEW OF THE INTERIOR.

direct

photograph

of the

original parch-

Declaration of Independence,
while the President’s own friends and inment of the

Somesville, Bar Harbor, Northeast Har- | children’s street costume of gala day
bor and Southwest Harbor. It is only ot occasions.
In one corner of this reading-room has
the last two we shall speak to-day.
In a circular announcement relating to recently been placed a very handsome
the Northeast Harbor library and read- clock of the old-fashioned design, standing-room, which was incorporated in ing about eight feet in height, in a beaulSStl, the committee says: “It is not a tiful walnut case. It is the gift of fortj'
charity, nor a partnership for moneymaking, nor a casino. It is only a bookclub with a permanent central home of
its own new, bright and attractive. Indeed, it is the outgrowtti of a circulating
book-club which was maintained for several

persons,

summer

residents of

Harbor, and is dedicated
Philip Stanley Abbott

Northeast

the memory
whose sudden

to

of

death, caused by a fall while climbing the
Canadian Rockies last summer, cast a deep
gloom over that lovely place and upon

years.”

Loudon Times and Spectator

well

to residents of the town, the fee being
but one cent a week. It receives from tiie
town |25 annually. Mrs. Lida Cousins is
the accomplished and very
intelligent
librarian, and during the summer she has
t he assistance of Miss Katherine Mason.
While the village people and summer
residents of Southwest Harbor have been
much interested in
this
library—the
former having held several sociables and
entertainments for its benefit—its greatest
individual benefactor has been |Albert
Mathews, esq., of New York, whose interest and help have been constant and
most generous. A very large part of the
best books upon its shelves Iihh been the
gift of this gentleman, and when one examines the character of the hooks he has
presented and ibe evidences that they
have chiefly been taken from tlie shelves
of IPs own private collection to enrich
this little library down upon Mount
Desert isle, his gifts to and interest in the
institution become the more conspicuous
and praiseworthy.
Mr. Mathews has been a summer resident at Southwest Harbor for many years,
and his interest in the beautiful village,
th >cenery of that part of the island, and
the library which all the people love, has
known no abatement, as witness
the
books upon the shelves given by him, including sets of Scott, Dickens, Thackeray,
Cooper, Irving, Duma the English poets,
the
American
Common wealths,
and
scores of others.
Hut one of the most interesting volumes in a collection recently given by
Mr. Mathews is a copy of the “Hatties of
the American Revolution”, by Henry H.
Carrington, M. D., LL. D., with the following inscription in his own hand-

as

fiction, which we have ever seen in a
library of that size—a matter easily ex-

plained
are

when it is remembered that

all selected

by

Dr.

Daniel

C.

they

Gilman

Johns Hopkins university.
The librarian is Miss L. Belle Smallidge
whose knowledge of the books under her
care is only exceeded by the charming

of

.A

A

Following this introduction interesting
particulars in the history of the library
The laud and building were
are given.

as

leading English reviews; while the
library has the best selection of two
thousand volumes in the higher departments of literature, including the best
the

by subscriptions to the capital
fifty share-', $2,600 having thus
been taken, “that further subscriptions
be made in order that the building and
grounds may be kept in good order and
be made more attractive, and an endow-

paid

for

stock,

ment

secured.”

the movement seems to have
started by the ladies, who in 1891
the progave a series of entertainments,
ceeds of which amounted to *500, which

Originally

been

spent in the original purchase of
books. In 1892 an entertainment was
given which yielded $75, which was expended in decorating the library. A
was

special subscription of $123 was made for
lot. The library
the grading of ttie
building is located upon one of the most
delightful spots of that ideally beautiful
It

village.

possesses great architectural
we regret that we have

proof

been able to secure a photograph of
exterior for reproduction. But the
illustration which we give for the interior will show to the reader that a
building in keeping with this artistic in-

~,*r:

'>

must

|

will be laid with appropriate ceremonies

News,

Heald, ol Camden, aged
twenty-two years, committed suicide last
Wednesday by drowning. She had been
since the death ot a sister
Ella

Miss

despondent

several mouths ago.
The Bath-built Behoouer ‘‘Jane Uray”,
1,000 tons, bound trom Seattle lor Alaska,
with sixty-one passengers, foundered off
Cape Flattery Sunday, May 22. Thirtyfour were drowned.

granted
Patents have recently
T. H.
Maine inventors as follows:
Broauihan, Livermore Falls, bow-facing
E. 1.. Coding, Portland, last; F. W.
our;

Smith, Portland, apparatus
and sterilizing canned food.

for

treating

Herman Whipple, of Solon, was inknocked from a
stantly killed by being
train at his
trestle by a Canadian Pacific
of
lumber camps near Jackman, luesday
a widow, sou and
last week. He leaves
one
daughter. He was seventy-seven
lie was one of the best
years of age.
lumbermen on the Kennebec.
known

lrom the

the construction of a f30,0il0
located upon
chemical laboratory to be
and east of Memorial
the campus south
will be of stone and
hall. The building
of the building
brick. The coruerktone
for

seized with a spasm in a street
died in a few moments. Mr.
Chapman was born in Bethel, Jan. 29,
1848. After graduating from Bowdoin
college he went West for a time, returning to Maine in 1870. He became connected with the commission house of
Norton, Chapman & Co., and has remained at the head of the concern for
years. He was connected with numerous
other business enterprises. He served for
four years in the city government, and
was mayor from 1886 to 1889.
He

car

was

and

Ilia

Object.

“My dear, why are you applauding that
piece?” asked Mrs. Snaggs in a tone of

remonstrance. “Don’t you sue that no one
else is applauding? It was beyond the performer’s ability und not worthy of ap-

plause.”

“I know that,” replied Mr. Snaggs,
“but wo must applaud pieces like this in
order*to get something worth listening to
as an encore.”—Pittsburg Chronicle.

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper,
Advertising space in a journal without
trustees of Colby circulation is
dear at any price the pubmade the con-

\ committee
university last Saturday

tract

national

to

been

Chapman, ex-mayor of Portvice-president of the Chapman
bank, died suddenly Wednesday.

Charles J.
land and

The pegwood mill at Brownville, owned
by J. Lewis A Sou, was burned Thursday
night. Loss, f20,000; insurance, f3,000.
The mill will not be rebuilt.

’*

V

lisher may demand.
Without circulation
there can be no results, and without results the money which the advertiser invests
is lost.
Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.
—

grace of her quiet manner, ami her desire
to assist all who wish to consult the vol-

in her keeping.
A fac-simile of the design used upon
the book-plate of this library is repro-

umes

Requires

Human Mechanism
“Oil is

at commencement.

Week’s Wlunowlngs of
Novelty ami Nonsense.

X-'i

PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDING, SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

originality and ! the hearts of all who knew him. Mr.
possess
Abbott had from his boyhood spent most
beauty ot design in its exterior. Its size j
! of his summers at Northeast Harbor, and
is 40x10 feet.
The library building is divided into was a shareholder in the library where
The illustration herewith ! this tribute to his memory has been so
three rooms.

One

combined

and

to

unpublished

tell

some

stories and

anecdotes about him which w’illshow him
in a manner not before done. The cover
will be printed in the national colors.
He who walks

temper and

a

through life with an even
gentle patience, patient

with himself, patient with others, patient
with difficulties and crosses, he has an
every-day greatness beyond that which is
won in battle or chanted in cathedrals.—
—Dr. Dewey.

sibbcrttsnncnte.

and

Lubricant

always required for lubricating

the human machine is not

an

excep-

tion,” says Mrs. S. T. Borer, telling how
dyspepsia may be cured, in Ladies' Home
Journal. “Fats, however, must in cases of
intestinal indigestion be used sparingly
and carefully. Ten drops of pure olive oil
day may be taken either after the
night meal. It may be put on a
piece of bread and thoroughly mastiWell made butter is an exceedcated.
ingly good form of fat, but should be
A teaspoonful of
used without salt.
once a

noon or

cream

and
the

slowly, held
swallowed, will

taken

then

purpose.

also

Bear in mind that

answer
a

small

frequenteasily
the whole quantity at a single

quantity of any
ly administered
borne than

in the mouth

one

is

of these

much

more

dose.”

!

It recalls the memorandum made by
(Jibbon of the idea which suggested to
him t he “Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire”, and the note which he made
upon its completion.
Mr. Mathews is an author himself, although his books have not been published under his own name.
I’pon the
shelves are two volumes of essays, both
published by the Putnams. New York.
They are: “A Bundle of Papers,” 1881,
and “Ruminations”, 1893.
Both bear
upon their title-pages: “By Paul Siegvalk,” hut Mr. Siegvalk is none other
than Mr. Mathews himself.
What a treasure to any village of intelligent people like Southwest Harbor is
such a collection of good books as is contained in the beautiful
little library

building!

Fur the Illustrations used In this article Tiie
\MI IIH AN is Indebted to the Bangor Commercial,

Sunday

superintendent at the
the Creation, which
he was sure he had kept within the comprehension of the least intelligent of the
scholars, smilingly invited questions.
A tiny boy, with a white, eager face and
large brow, at once held up his hand.
••Please, sir, why was Adam never a baby?”
The superintendent coughed, In some
doubt as to what answer to give, but a
A

close of

an

in every town and

city

in the

girl of nine, the eldest of several
and sisters, came promptly to
his aid. “Please, sir,” she said smartly,
brothers

was nobody to nuss him!”
Boyle Roche is best known to

“there

The Declaration of Independence.
The original
of
IndeDeclaration
pendence is in so dilapidated a condition
that nowadays it is rarely if ever exposed
to public view7.
Exposure to light and
process of making a duplicate copy
of the declaration have faded the ink in
the historic document, but it is still
legible. Some of the signatures are
nearly faded out. John Hancock, however, seems to have used an imperishable
ink, for his name stands black and bold
on the parchment, which is now kept in a
steel safe, out of the sunlight and out of
the public’s view.
the

“The European nations manifest an inclination to sit down on Turkey,” said
Spykes.. “It is the Ottoman empire, you

know,’ replied Spokes.

Sir
as

the

man

who

smelt

a

rat,

fame
him

saw

floating in the air, and nipped him in the
bud; but a writer in the current Cornhill
has unearthed some less familiar bulls
from the

same

eminent

ample, discoursing
tween

| Feeding
a Stove

all day long when you only
need a fire a little while at
meal time is poor economy.
Such a stove overheats the
makes
house,
everything
dirty, keeps the housewife
busy. A modern

VAPOR
STOVE

on

little

England

on

and

source.

the

For

ex-

relations be-

Ireland,

Sir

has none of these objections.
You light it when you want it,
put it out when you’re through. It
burns STOVE GASOLINE and!
for itself in less than a month.
tove Gasoline manufactured by
the Standard Oil Company, makes
no dirt, never smokes nor smells.
Every modern home should have
You can
a modern Vapor Stove.
cook anything on a Vapor Stove
that you can cook on any other
stove, and do it better.

Eavs

If vour dealer does not sol] Vapor Stoves
and Btove Oosoliue,write to the standard
Oil Company, New York City.

Boyle

declared that “he is an enemy to both
kingdoms, who wishes to diminish the

brotherly affection of the two sister counThis is, however, no better than
the benevolent wish of the governor of
Georgia, in his speech at the last Atlanta
exposition, that the occasion might he
an
entering wedge which would bring
about a more perfect unity between north
and south.

ILctjal Xotiers.

tries”.

properties of Hall’s Hair Reinvigorate the scalp, remove dandruff,
the hair and its color, surpass anything
ol Its kind.—Advt.
The medicinal

newer to
restore

union,

other

medicines

and

plasters,

1

never

struck anything that did me one particle
of good. The miserable aching a toss .lie
loins was dreadful. I could not stoop or
bend over; if J dropped anything on the
floor while at work 1 dreaded to pick it up
on account of the twinges if I reached for
it. I weeded the strawberry patch in my
garden on my knees because I couldn’t
stoop. Since taking Doan’s Kidney Pills
my back is in good shape and the other
symptoms of kidney weakness have disappeared. My faith in Doan’s Kidney
Pills has led me to recommend them to
several friends who are suffering somewhat as I did, and if they use them as directions say, there is no doubt but what
they will be benefited.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
dealers.
Price 50 cents. Mailed by Fester-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. V.
Sole
agents for the U. S. Remember the name,
Doan’s, and take no other.

ILcgal Notfog.
SHERIFF’S SALK.
Maine, Hancock ss.
AN
EXECUTION which
issued on a judgment recovered at the
term of the supreme
court holden at
Ellsworth, within and for the county of Hancock, State of Maine, on the second Tuesday
of April, a. d. 1898. which said judgment
bears date the twenty-fifth day of April, a. d.
1898. and wherein Annie B. C. Dutton, of Elisworth, Hancock county. State of Maine, executrix of the will of George P. Dutton, late of
said Ellsworth, deceased, is creditor, and
Catherine G. Roberts, Abbie E. Reynolds,
Mary T. Kelley and Daisy F. Hodgkins, all of
Mount Desert, Hancock county. State of
Maine, are debtors, the following-described
real estate situated in the town of Mount
Desert. Hancock county, State of Maine, to
wit:
First. All and the same real estate particularly tlescribed as conveyed in the deed from
Franklin B. Roberts to Horace D. Roberts,
dated August 23, a. d. 1875. and recorded August 25. a. d. 1875, in the Registry of Deeds tor
Hancock county, Maine, in book 151, .-age 260,
containing fifty acres, more or less, and described in said' deed as follows, to wit:
(a). All right, title and into: -t in audio
the westerly half of the house and urn own d
by the heirs of William Roberts, late of
Mount Desert, deceased.
(b). One lot of land described as follows:
Beginning at a yellow birch tree at the shore
on the west line of the dower of th• v,id<>
,.f
said William Roberts and follows said line
north to and th ough the dwelling-house t< a
cedar stake at the brook; then n*>. th eighiyone degrees
west seventeen and om-lr If
rods to a stake on the east line oi lot
No. 66; then follows said iiia i.,■
f
east
seventeen
and
one-h: If
degrees
rods to a stake on the -outh side of me
road leading to Sand Point; tini
f. ib> .s
said road northeasterly eight reals to a stake
on the west side of said road ai its junction
with the Long Pond road; then north
seven degrees west thirteen
rods to a eta!
tree; then north seventy degrees west forty
rods more or less to the east line of ,ui No.
then follows said line first soutlu- ;> th n
southeasterly to the shore: then loib.ws sa,d
shore northerly and easterly to the
ruentioned bound and contains
more or less.
Reserving a right of way as
stipulated in said deed.
(eh Also one other lot described
viz.: Beginning on the road leading to s.. n-.
ville at a spruce tree on the west idt <1
1
road and runs north eighty
,\
«
:;i
t
sixteen rods to a cedar stake on the east m.e
of lot No. 66; then follows said lie.r
degrees east seventy-four rods i<> :• c.
tree; then north eighty-six degrt cs mi
hi .rods more or less to the east li .<.
.\.
;
then follows said line nortln rly t
j
by the late Samuel Gilpatrick: then foilov.-s
said line easterly fifty rods; 11•
y
forty-six rods; then easterly to t he rea i: :h :j
follows said road southerly
the
tioned bounds and contains tyvem.y -:
uci.
State

of

alAKEN

UPON

judicial

>

<■

more or less.

school

address

of the
well

as

back up its claims, is Doan’s Kidney
Pills. They all try it. but they cannot do
it.
Why they are unable to do it can
safely be left with the reader to draw iis
own conclusions.
Here is Ellsworth proof
for Ellsworth readers:
Mr E. A. Lermond, of Third street, employed at the
had lame
upper shoe factory says: **j
back for 12 years, accompanied with other
symptoms of kidney trouble which w ere
I was working with a
very annoying.
steam thresher out in California and when
lifting her to level her up J strained y
back and until I got Doan’s Kidney Pills
at Wiggin’s drug store, after using lots of
to

..

not

K1TTKKY TO CAItlllOU.

have
new

“< •mmcnced this volume .it Tarrytown, N.Y.,
in 1
in nil fen* uce with Washington Irving,
ami completed tin* same .Tulv l. 1>7»:.
With
nnihor’s regaids, Henry 15. Carrington, Yale,

the

terior

twenty

writing:

individuality,and

1

timates

knowledge
might just

the moon. Make another note of
The only remedy on the market
which gives testimony at home, local

live m
this.

issue of The

jj

newspaper, if he takes

foot of reading notices about medicinal
preparations. Note this fart. In each and
every case as far as Ellsworth is concerned,

entire

liam

X

Before!

Probably Have, and May Have
Spoken About It.

typical vessel in each class—battleship, the time and trouble to look carefully
cruiser, monitor, torpedo boat, etc.—will through its columns, will probably find
half a dozen statements tacked onto the
be depicted, the group presenting an

_

—mv.--'-

Mailed for 25

Noticed This

June 2.

fine pictures of United
States warships will be a valuable and interesting feature of the Youth’s Companion for the week of June 16. The
A

Ills.

Lowell, Mass.—Advt.

fflrtJt'ral.

Pine Tree

by ex-Senator
Companion for

Youth’s

in

Hood’s Pills eure liver
by C. I. Hood & Co.,

cents

recalled

to

/'.‘a.<tC

Experience tenches the* value of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It Is constantly accomplishing wonderful cures and people In all sections take it,
knowing it will do them good.

Notes.

There must be a number of old and
middle aged men and women In Maine
who attended the Btate fair at Augusta in
1858 and heard the address which Jefferson Davis delivered at the state house one
The circumstances of
the
evening.

of
Southwest
Harbor is
housed, shows that that beautiful resort
is not behind the other summering places
on Mount Desert island in having an institution which contributes so much to
ttie pleasure of the summer residents and
the profit of the permanent inhabitants
at all seasons of the year.
The building is not a large one but it
is beautiful in all its proportions and has
an inviting appearance both outside and
inside. It has an open fireplace and is
well lighted from windows placed as high
in the walls as possible that the bookshelves may tiave ample room.
Within,
the finish of the room extends up into the
roof; and while practically the building
is in one room, a rail separates the building into the entrance, or reception and
reading room, and tlie stack-room in
which the books are kept.
The building was dedicated Oct. 3, 1895,
with appropriate exercises, the audience
tilling the entire building. There were
addresses by Kev. W. 11. Powesland, I)r.
.J. I). Phillips and Ueorge 1>. Fuller, esq.
Its cost was about fl,000 and it is all paid
for.
There are about 1,000 volumes in ttie
library and the room is amply large
for stacks capable of holding 15,000 volumes.
There is a charge of five cents a
week to non-residents for the use of
books; but the library is practically free

Charles Ken-

were

Magazine, Hook and Newspaper

simplicity.

LIBRARY

hope undimmed, and eye which knew
no stain,
He without hesltance, or fear, or pain,
From off the mountain tops of Ids desire
Leaped to the starward pathway and sped
higher.’
the donors

and

Second.

The “Doyver lots”. so-called. b

a lot or tour acres, more or less,
acres, more or less, both set

id

a

mg

i.,

eight

oft to Deborah Roberts, widow of William I’.-berts, b.
of said Mount Desert, deceased, as her dower,
said lots being particularly described in the
deed from Deborah M. Roberts, guardian of
Josephine M. Roberts and Ralph V. Roberts,
minor heirs of Franklin B. Roberts, late >f
said Mount Desert, deceased, to Horace I).
Roberts, dated June 27, a. d. 1876, and recorded
August 28, a. d. 1876, in said Registry of Deeds,
book 156, page 80; and in the deed from Abbott L. Roberts to said Horace D. Roberts, acknowledged April 17, a. d. 1876. and recorded
July 6, a. d. 1876, in said Registry of Deeds,
book 154, page 537: to both of which said deeds
reference is hereby made for more particular

description.

The real estate taken by me upon execution
aforesaid and hereinbefore particularly
described, is all and the same real estate described as conveyed in the mortgage deed
as

from Catherine G. Roberts et alsto John W.
Somes and Robert L. Grindle, dated December
2, a. d. 1895, and recorded in the Registr. of
Deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in book
295, page 406.
The said real estate taken by me upon execution as aforesaid was attached on the original writ in the action in which the judgment
upon which said execution issued was rendered on the twenty-third day of March, a. d.
1898, at three o’clock in the afternoon.
And I shall, to satisfy said execution and
incidental charges, sell said real estate taken
upon execution as aforesaid at public auction
at the Sheriff’s office in E11<wort h, Hancock
county, Maine, on Thursday, the thirtieth day
of June, a. d, 1898, at ten o'clock in the torenoon.

Dated

May 24,

a.

d.

1898.

L. E.

Hooper, Sheriff.

NOTICE OF FOKI ( LOM EE.
"VIT’HEREAS
Florance i’
Freeman, of
Mount Desert. Hancock count v. Maine,
?▼
by his mortgage deed dated November
1896, and recorded iu the Registry of Deeds
for said Hancock county, in l.,n ‘k
7., .is.e
253, conveyed to me, the undersigned. e- t. in
real estate situated in said Mount Dt
rt. a:, 1
described as follows, viz.: Beginning on the
town road leading from SomesvilU to Treniont, at the southeast corn- r, at said u«u
f
the house lot of George W. Haynes; thence
southerly following said r< ad to tbe nor liiei n
line of the lot of land now or t :o
•:
of
Timothy hunt; thence wester!, no lowing the
Lunt line to the waters ».f ih.- !»;«> ; then, o
northerly following the water to the southern
line of the lot of laud of Dr. J. D. Philips:
thence easterly following tin
n iv ru line of
the Philips lot to the said Haynes lor at i.s
northwest corner; thence southerly following
the Haynes west line to his southwestern
corner; thence easterly following the southern line of the Haynes lot to the point of beginning; containing fifty-four ami one-half
acres, more or less; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
ti e brea,
therefore, by reason
of ib .<sedition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
>

o

STATE OF MAIN E.
Notice of Assignee
Appointment.
At Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, the tirst day of March,
a. d. 1898.
rriHK undersigned hereby gives notice of
1
His appointment as assignee of the estate of Daniel A. Morrison, of Winter Ha’bor, in saiii county oi Hancock, insolvent
debtor, who iiuh been declared an insolvent
upon his own petition by the court of insolvency for said county of Hancock.
Henry Boynton, assignee.
of

*

His

mortgage.
Eden, Maine, May 24,180s

Joseph W. Wood.

J. A.

Peters, jr., attorney.

'StJbrrtisnnmts.

FALLS.

KLLSWOUTH

Miss Kitty Moore is in Bangor
sister, Mrs. Mildred Clark.

visiting

her

Leslie

Charles

Monday, where
factory.

Mechanic Falls

to

went

be

he will

employed

in

a

shoe

Nahum Flood is making some repairs
is building an adon bis buildings and
dition to his barn.
Wilson’s orchestra of three pieces will
music for a dance at Agricultural
hatl. North Ellsworth, Saturday evening.

furnish

Laffin, who has been in
Auburn for the past year, returned home
Saturday night. She will remain through
Mrs.

the

Before

summer.

Crocker, of Jonesport,
here on Friday of last week to

tend the funeral

Quite

in the

of

use

xj

help

When other
you,

Ayer’s

1

push

men’s

a

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

County Xetrs

see

other pages.

The Tripp

family

has

arrived for

the

some

time,

enjoying

himself.

He

joined

commissioners have been at
work in this place the past week.
The road

The horse-net business of this place,
E. S. Small agent, is about closed for the

moved

from

visiting
other

here about

her mot

a

year ago,

is

her, Mrs. Eliza Small, and

relatives.

of over 300 applicants, Harry I..
Rogers, nephew of Mrs. \V. B. Smith, of
Stonington, ha- been appointed payThe proceeds to go towards the purchase master in the regular army, with rank of
of new uniforms.
The bow- have been major, at a salary of *3,000 per year.
hard at
work
Srt h
William Smith, of Eansimr bure.
practicing, and have
favored the people with several band N. V., has joined the sixth separate comconcerts. They should in return receive pany. Second regiment, national guard,
n
liberal patronage.
Supper will be state of New York. Mr. Smith is a grandson of Capt. Seth Webb, of Soutli Deer
served from 5 to S o’clock.
Rev. H.
torate at

Out

other pages.

his

gan

Grace Cousins, of Brooksville, is visiting friends here.
Mrs. Treworgy, of North Sedgwick,
preached here Sunday.
Etta Fish, of

\V. Conley has accepted a pasBristol, Lincoln county, and belabors

came

aud returns

Conley.

on

Sunday, June 5.

from Bristol

Mr.

Monday night,

to-day, accompanied by Mrs.

Mr.

Conley

has labored at

Rob-

binston and Red Beach for several years,
His many friends
with good success.
here

join

new

lield.

in

wishing

him

success

in his

Isle.

May
Kai«l

31.

S.

Sullivan.

K. W.

Hill,

who

is

employed

on

the W.

K. R., spent Sunday at home.
The Liberal Christian society met with
Mrs. William Lord Sunday afternoon.

C.

evening.

25c.—Advt.

The ladies served supper at

6:30.

other pages.

A BIRD in hand is worth

Galley

many another one
in a far off arl>or.
We have a “bird
in hand” in the
shape of

in

improving

Is

1

of Bar Harbor,
with his parents at Oak

Grindle,

11.

lodge, 1. O. of G. T.,

Oak

well

was

The

SherwinWilliams

rep-

lodge, Town hill,

resented at the district

June 2.

post-ottice

A

Cove,

has

Trenton.

postmistress.

Co. 's
First Quality
Colors.
Painters are look-

been established at
Annie Hammett is
Gray is carrying

Charles

the mail.

Capt. K. Young in the schooner “WilEddy”, while loading gravel at Bayside, was surprised one morning to see a

ing for

standing

the

near

June 6.

H.

them.
We have them.

•

vessel.

Capt. James Bray, in the schooner “Car-

May”,

and Capt. Cushman Alley in the
“Mary Eliza”, loaded for Bar
Harbor, have been lying in the cove at
Oak Point for some days, detained by

No.

11

STRATTON,

hi.

P.

schooner

Main St.,

DKAl.LK

JuneS.

Phtajich.

BUILDERS'

Ilrooklm.

Fruit trees
season

with

looked better at this

never

of the year.

Apple

trees

are

Paper, Lead,

white

blossoms.

Three barges and a tug anchored off
West end Saturday, being unable to stem
the

easterly

wind and

I

for the

canning factory

HARDWARE,

HANK A

;in,l

>

H LL

LINK OF

|*ltr.ssi:i>

I I It It si’.T.s and

llltICK

for

I I |; i

ANIHIiONS.

PAINTERS- SUrrLIES, HOUSE uud CARRIAGE VARNISHES.

there.

Your scribe put in an afternoon trouting last week, but bites of black llies were
more numerous than bites of trout.
In

gwwwmu n-nxi-j: xx x xx-x; iottottov;'- rrnr;:r»-;n x jt?»
T!j«-pu-* !\ v-. .» tt v lru*rri!i. nt*» U .1: r‘v. i
£4
pi !

was just
passing through Sedgwick
to witness t he flag-raising at Beach
View cottage. The genial proprietor has
a pretty site, Rnd knows how to
enjoy it.

1

fi BLOOD

in

season

June 6.

ALSO

1*1. M i:s.

IN

Zinc and Nails of all kinds.

Mol I.I>I;I

Jl.wms,

sea.

Schooner “Pochasset” sailed Sunday for
Prospect Harbor, loaded with supplies

Ellsworth, Mi

.....

head winds.

G.

TRUE’S

I WILL

B. A.
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John Wentworth, for many years a
prominent citizen of this place, died
Thursday at Kewanee, 111., aged eighty-

|

m
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The
1

1

1

1

1

There will be
hall

a

social

Friday evening,

dance at town

weather

permitting. |

Music by Monaghan's orchestra.

1

Fort Point Hotel Hurned.

1

hotel nt Fort Point,
at the mouth of the Penobscot river, was
The

large

summer

^

Doctor

Lamoiiie.

1

1

ORDER YOUR

^

Says:

“I have tried calomel and
all th; remedies that are now
in use by the profession. Still
you are not cured. When I

boy, my mother used to
give me “L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters.
One or two doses

1

r

fj

invariably cured.
gists always keeps

Our

drug-

them. Get
a bottle, and I know
you’ll be
all right when I c m again."
e

OF

1

1

1
1

1

DRESSER
AM)

HAVE IT DELIVERED

<

Avoid imitations.

The loss is estimated at about *45,000.
The hotel will not be rebuilt.

Smidav Dinner

was a

They cost 35 certs only. See that
L. F.
gives you the right kind, the

burned last night.

Ye of

Saturday Eyeniiic;.

|

ELLSWORTH

CALL

FOE

H=0 OATMEAL

Ik

i

AT

THE

FOLLOWING

Know :
ii,

DRUMMEY, M. J.,

three

pound package of the
H-O Co.’s Pearl Flake Hominy will
be given away free to each purchaser
of one or more packages of H-O
(Hornby’s Oatmeal)

one

at

jHut

no

us

and

both

our

more

than

one

EPPES &

JOY, AUSTIN H.,

MEANS, E. S.,
PHILLIPS, H. B„

our name

|

is

the-public and the grocer. “Place your orders early.”.
'Full directions for making Waffles, Gems, Hominy Cups, Hominy Mush, Hominy
Fried Peach Pudding, Hominy Griddle Cakes, Zephyrs, Vanilla Snow, Hominy
Crisps, Sec., accompany each package..

guaranteed

to

o

SON, D. H.,

HOPKINS, A. M.,

package of Homing free.

Oatmeal, and the quality of everything bearing

IRRADY

DRESSER, W. H.,

the Groceries mentioned.

person is to receive

You know

STORES:

& CO., E. E.,

SATURDAY, June

^

men,

State

AWAKE

on
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That
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:|5r. A>*k your PrUfTKi't for It
Dr. J. F. Till K A < O.. Anl.urn, Mr.
I'ri.

two years.
Mr. Wentworth was for several years chairman of the board of select-

and represented Bucksport in the
legislature in 1572. He was a promThe ladies who attended the Knights of inent member and liberal supporter of
Phythias reception at West Sullivan were the Franklin street M. E. church, and a
much pleased with their entertainment.
trustee of the East Maine Conference
Mrs. Julia Byther, of Steuben, is visit- seminary.
But a short time ago he foring her sister. Mrs. Kiiza Hill. Mrs. Ann warded to that institution *1,000 as a gift.
Stevens, of Sullivan, spent a few days Mr. Wentworth went West about
twenty
w ith them last week.
years ago, where his children, one son and
Rev. J. T. Morton, who is pleasantly re- two
daughters, have made homes for
membered as a former pastor, with his themselves.
His wife survives him. The
w ife, visited at G. W. Ash's for a few
days,
body will be brought here for interment.
before returning to his home in Ohio.

Somerville, Mass., have arrived at Ferrin
UNION CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
cottage. More are expected soon.
J?er. E. L. Hunt. pastor.
Capt. William Johnson, of the schooner
Friday evening prayer meeting at 7.
“Herald of the Morning'’, left Baltimore
Hillside, Saturday evening at 7. PubMay 6 for the Bahamas for a load of fruit,
and returned there May 30, after a success- lie library.
ful trip of only twenty-four days. He is
Sunday—10 a. m., special service to
fathers and mothers:
“What Shall We
now at home on a vacation, while Capt.
The G. A. R. services on Memorial Day
Cummings, of Baltimore, has taken his Do With our Children3 p. m.. Junior j
place for this trip. Capt. Johnson is one C. E. society; 6.30 p. m., men’s prayer were enjoyed by a large number of people,
1
of our most stirring young men, and he meeting;
7.30 p. m., Children’s Day notwithstanding the very disagreeable
day. Dinner was served in picnic style in
usually meets with good success.
children of
the
services by
Sunday
\ the upper hall. The programme consisted
June 6.
1).
school. Public invited.
of the regular post service, music by the
Franklin band, singing by the choir,
Thursday evening, band supper.
Advertising is like learning to swim.
prayer by Rev. J. T. Moore, address by
Wednesday afternoon, “Mending Bee” Charles
Have confidenc \ strike out and you will
H.Wood, of Bar Harbor,which was
at Mrs. Ellis’.
full of gratitude for the past and stirring
surely win.
ANNUAL CHURCH MEETING.
patriotism for the present. Mr. Wood
has reason to feel proud of his reception
The annual meeting of Union CongreHood’s Pills cure liver Ills, biliousness, Indiin the neighboring town of his native
gestion, headache. Easy to take, ca-y to oper- gational church was held last Thursday place.
ate.

Alonzo

season.

The members of the band will have a
supper in the vestry on Thursday evening.

won't

H.

spent Sunday
Point.

rie

is convalescent.

John Small has gone to South Deer Isle
for a visit to his son, I. E. Small.

Mrs. Mary A. Drown, of Brewer, who

Monday

see

health.

Small, who has been ill

from James

letter received

J.

Mrs.

deer

season.

Leslie by his mother, Mr. Leslie says he

a

County Xetrs

iam

The new road that i* to be built for the
benelit of the cottagers is to be built by
Ross Davis. The town appropriated ?300.

Conley

Ferrin aud

is

fbr additional
Oak r»1nt.

Goose

Chiekamauga.

South ISluehill.

M. A.

were

United States army as a volunteer,
and is now stationed with the troops at

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs.

McGown, formerly of this
Bar
Harbor Wednesday,

Funeral

i- well and

THE PILL THAT WILL.
st

at

the

is

For additional Coutity Xctrs

died

remains

In

Ask your
Cathartic

pills

young people
afternoon for

Friday.

many of the

so

pills on the market.
druggist for Ayer's
Pills.

riet

our

Sunday

brought here for interservices were held at the
heme of her si-ter. Mrs. Susan Meader,

sugar-coated, and so perfectly
prepared, that they cure without!’.•

number of

a

ment.

biliousness, sick headache, and
all liver troubles.
They are

new

Mrs. Morton

Mr-. Cayman

place,
l lit

feature

prayermeeting at 6.30 each Sunday evening.

at-

an outing.
Some of the party visited the
hatchery and Camp Comfort by way of
steamer “Boss Halt”.

Ayer’s Pills, and you will
sleep better and wake in better
condition foi the day’s w< rk.
Ayer's Cathartic Pills have no
equal as a pleasant and effectual remedy for constipation,

One

to

was

sister, Mrs. Cay-

of his

went to Green lake

take

ensuing year, and it is proposed
the church work vigorously.

McGown.

man

Retiri ng*_

support.
Various committees were chosen for the

Martha

Charles
called

has assumed self

atjfatTtfgrmmts.

COUNTY NEWS.

After ft social hour, enlivened by music
the members present went into executive
session.
Reports from the various department!
were given, and showed a decided prog
ress
during the past twelve months
The membership has doubled, the audiences steadily increased, and the church

!>

